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Abstract 
The growth of ultra thin films of Cu and Ni on Cu(111) as weIl as Si on Ge(lOO) 
by molecular beam epitaxy is studied in-situ with helium atom scattering (TEAS), 
LEED or STM. During growth with constant deposition parameters at tempera-
tures, where the film structure is determined by kinetics and not thermodynamics, 
in all three cases three-dimensional structures evolve. Due to a hampered interlayer 
mass transport, nucleation of higher layer islands sets in before the lower layers 
are completed. Using the purely kinetic concept of two mobilities, layer-by-Iayer 
growth in aIl three cases is obtained. This concept is based on creating an artifi-
cially enhanced density of islands during the early stage of monolayer growth such 
that nucleation on top of these sm aller islands is prevented up to the stage of coa-
lescence. However, details of the growth recipes have to be adjusted to the specific 
kinetics of the system under investigation. In case of Ni/Cu(ll1), interdiffusion 
limits the applicability of temperature variation to enhance the island density. In 
the case of Si/Ge(lOO), interlayer mass transport is hampered only at double steps. 
Hence in this system, growth manipulation is adjusted to avoid the formation of 
such steps. By measuring the island density or other film properties as a function 
of temperature or by direct observation of diffusion processes with STM, different 
microscopic diffusion barriers are estimated. 
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Chapter 1 
Introd uction~ 
One of th~major aims of, epitaxy is to produce smooth films, since flat films of con-
stant thickness are essential for many technological applications of thin film systems. 
Device characteristics may depend critically on the film thickness, on the chemical 
sharpness or interface roughness between film and substrate. Often, a chemically 
sharp and flat interface between twofilms or between film and the substrate is 
desired. For example in sandwiched structures of different semiconductars a mod-
ulation of the bandgap leads to many new and exciting quantum well features [1] 
and are of large technological potential far opto-electronic devices [2, 3, 4] or high 
speed electronics [5]. However, the sandwiched .films have to be of microscopically 
constant thickness.in the,film plane to achieve coherent film properties. Interface 
roughness oLi~suffici~~t ch~~ic~l sharpness, betwee~ the two semiconductors have 
,. '"" ~ '..... ...' - .. 
a negative ;influence on deviceproperties an~ hencea sharp and flat interface is 
necessary [~, 7]. ~.?imilar constraints hold for, analogous systems like alternating lay-
ered films of magnetic and non magnetic metals, giving rise to the giant magnetic 
resistance effect [8, 9],which)s of large interest for magnetic recording [10], ar al-
ternating layered films of superconductors and insulators in a Josephson junction 
[11]. All major device characteristics strongly depend on the film smoothness. How-
ever, these seemingly rat her simple requirements for thetopology of the films are by 
no means u!lder complete.co~t~ol. LEven in.the simplest case, where substrate and 
film are oi". the same kind, Le., Jn homoepitaxy, the problem of controlling the film 
marphology has not been solved completely 1. 
During c the past 40 ye3;rs, intensive studies of film growth as function of the two 
free parameters, 9,eposition rate and substrate temperature, have been carried out, 
but for many systems the mere variation of the growth parameter in this parameter 
space does not lead to flat films. Often, a high growth temperature or a low rate is 
chosen to allow equilibration of the surface during growth with the hope to minimize 
roughness. This thermodynamical way of approaching the problem is doomed to fail 
in heteroepitaxial systems, as been shown by Bauer [13]. Due to the difference in the 
1 Even in the extensively studied homoepitaxial system of SijSi(100), surprising new findings 
on basic properties during growth are made up to the present day [12]. 
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surface free energies of the two materials, only in one of the two configurations,the 
film wets the substrate. In the other case, droplets or crystallites form on the surface 
already at the early stages of growth (Volmer-Weber growth mode). In addition, the 
misfit between the two lattice constants leads to an increase of the free energy of the 
film with film thickness. At high temperatures, this also results in three-dimensional 
growth above a certain film thickness (Stranski-Krastanov'growth mode). In the 
worst case, even a rough film is not a thermodynamically stable configUration due 
to the tendency of intermixing of the two materials. 
A more promising view of the growth process offers the kinetic picture._ Not only, 
that it is a more realistic view due to the very high supersaturation of adatoms on 
the surface especially for high deposition rates and low temperatures, but it also 
holds the key for controlling growth by kinetic growth maniplllation, as-~hown by 
Rosenfeld et al. in the case of homoepitaxy on a non reconstfllcted, closed packed 
metal surface [14, 15, 16]. The basic idea behind growth manip~lation is to enhance 
interlayer mass transport by increasing the number of nuclei during the first stage of 
monolayer growth. Two different mobilities are used - a low oue during nucleation 
and a high until completion of a monolayer is achieved. B:Y' this, the diffusing 
atoms that land on top of the growing islands of the film re ach the islarid edges 
more frequently in comparison to conventional growth, such that the prob ability 
that they overcome the diffusion barrier to cross the descending step edge is largely 
enhanced. So, nucleation of se co nd layer islands is largely suppressed and growth 
proceeds in a nearly layer-by-layer mode resulting in flat films. The aim of this 
work is to study the technique of kinetic growth manipulation in further detail and 
to expand it to other systems namely heteroepitaxial on es and semiconductors. 
After a short introduction into the elementary processes occurring during homo-
and heteroepitaxial growth, the method of two mobilities is discussed and the ex-
perimental techniques used are illustrated. 
In the second chapter, the natural and manipulated growth of Cu on Cu(111) 
is discussed and it is shown, that growth manipulation does lead to the aim of flat 
surfaces. 
The third chapter deals with the manipulation of growth of Ni on Cu(111). 
Here additional effects complicate the realization of the method of two mobilities. 
However, in several cases, also in this heteroepitaxial system, flat films could be 
grown. 
In the last chapter, the complex diffusion processes of Si on the (2x1) recon-
structed surface of Ge(100) are studied. It is shown that the concept of two mobili-
ties can be modified, so that even in this case, flat films cau be grown. 
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1.1 Atomic Processes during MBE 
During molecular beam epitaxy atoms with thermal energy, i.e., low kinetic energy, 
are deposited onto a surface. During the deposition event, the atoms gain the bind-
ing energy which is in the order of several eV. This energy is quickly dissipated and 
the individual deposited atoms equilibrate fast [17]. In some cases, the deposited 
atoms may travel a short distance on the surface duringthermalisation, resulting in 
transient mobility [18] or downward funneling [19]. But it is only in few cases that 
these mechanisms pl~lYasignificant role iri thekinetics during growth like in the 
oxidation of AI(lll) [20]. Irithesystems studied in this work, these dynamic pro-
cess during adsorption canbe neglected. Once bound to the surface, the deposited 
atoms usually cannotthermally overcome the desorption barrier due to the moderate 
substrate temperatures chosen> They stay on the surface. Hence, in the foll~wing 
also desorption is neglected(we want to grow, things!). Under usual growth con-
ditions, the deposited atoms have different possibilities to thermally diffuse on the 
substrate surface (see Fig. 1.1). Atoms on the surface, or in short terms 'adatoms', 
may jump from one lattice site to the next on a fiat terrace. So they wander in a 
random way on the surface until they eventually meet e.g. an ascending step edge. 
Since coordination at a step edge is higher than on the terrace, adatoms are bound 
more strongly to an ascending step edge. Hellce, step edges usually act as sillks for 
adatoms. When temperature is high enough, atoms mayaiso diffuse along a step 
edge or may even thermally overcome the barrier to detach from a step edge and 
return to the terrace. On the other hand, an adatom might also approach a step 
edge from the upper side. To cross over to the lower terrace and to occupy the 
energetically favourable binding site two possiblepathways exist. It may roll over 
the step. During this process, it is less coordinated for a short time which implies a 
high diffusion barrier. It mayaiso push an atom.of the step edge outward and take 
the former position ofthe step atom. This,'so ealled exchange mechanism often has 
a lower barrier [21, 22]. Nevertheless, both processes may have a higher barrier than 
that of diffusion on the fiat terrace. The additional barrier is called the step edge 
barrier [23, 24]. The diffusion over a downward step edge is called interlayer diffu-
sion in contrast to diffusion on'the fiat terrace - the intralayer diffusion. An adatom 
diffusing on the terrace may ais9~~e~u'nte'~ other 'adatoms and build a small cluster. 
Since the coordination,rises, th~ese clusters may be stable and immobile. However, 
when the temperatur'e is high enough,these clusters may be mobile [25] or may even 
loose atoms and decay, [26].:' '.. . . . 
Due to the crystalsymmetry of the substrate, the different diffusion processes 
might differ along different crystal directions leading to a complex situation on 
the surface during growth as, e.g., in the case of Pt/Pt(llO) [27] or Si/Si(100) 
[28]. However, already from a simplified picture ofthe diffusion processes the major 
aspects of growth kinetics can be grasped. ' 
When the mobility of adatoms on the terracesis veryhigh, all depositedadatoms 
reach pre-existing sinks like ascending step edges and are captured there (in absence 
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Figure 1.1: Elementary processes during growth 
of a step edge barrier also by descending step edges) before they meet to form stable 
clusters. Hence, in this case the pre-existing step edges on the surface just propagate 
during growth and step-Row growth is achieved. Due to a practically unavoidable 
misorientation of the substrate, always some steps are present on the surface of a 
real crystal. Hence, step-Row growth will eventually occur on any crystal, provided 
the adatom mobility is high enough. 
'Vhen the mobility of the adatoms is chosen to be lower by reducing the tem-
perature and by this the diffusivity of the adatoms or equivalently by increasing the 
deposition Rux, not all the adatoms reach pre-existing step edges before meeting 
other adatom(s) to form a stable cluster. Under these conditions, nucleation of is-
lands sets in. When a saturation density of small islands or nuclei is established, 
the island separation is sm all enough that every adatom deposited on the terrace 
reaches an island (or a pre-existing step), nucleation ceases and the islands just grow 
laterally. vVhen no step edge barrier exists, also the material deposited on top of 
the growing islands is captured by the island edge and the islands remain one layer 
high. So, the islands grow without nucleation of the second layer until shortly after 
coalescence. Then, not all the material deposited on the second layer reaches a sink 
quickly enough and nuclcation of the next layer begins. This growth mode is called 
layer-by-laycr or two-climensional growth, since growth of subsequent layer islands 
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only starts, when the lower:layerislands have coalesced. 
With a rising step' edge barrier, the descending step edges become less efficient 
sinks for adatoms and nucleation of second layer islands sets in earlier, Le before 
coalescence. So, during growth, islands consisting of stacks of layers are built up. 
Thisgrowth mode is called three-dimensional or multilayer growth. 
When the temperature is furt her reduced or the rate further increased, one af-
ter the other diffusion process is becoming inefficient on the time scale set by the 
deposition.' So for example, the diffusion along step edges might become inefficient 
leading'to,dendritic or fractal island growth shapes [29]. Finally at very low mo-
bilities; the adatoms might even'notfind a correct lattice position and the growing 
layer accorrimodates crystal imperfectionsas stacking faults [30] or in the worst case 
is amorphous [31]. The latter case is mainly observed in growthofsemiconductors. 
1.1.~ ,Homoepitaxy 
During homoepitaxy per definition, substrate and deposited material are of the same 
kind: As a consequence, homoepitaxial systems can be regarded as simplest possible 
model systems, where growth kinetics canbe studied in its pure form. No difference 
between deposited materialand substrate has to be madeand no complicating effects 
arise due to ci, misfit between substrate andfilm or differences of surface free energies 
or other physicalproperties. 'In homoepitaxial systems, growth manipulation is 
mainly of academicinterest. Layer-by-Iayer growth in these systems can simply be 
achievedby.very high suhstrate'temperatures, sothat growth proceeds via step-
flow and' thesurface always remainsiri the thermodynamically favoured flat state. 
Nevertheless,: the detailedstudy of homoepitaxial growth may lead to fundamental 
understandingofgrowth ,kinetics that mayaiso helpto grow flat heteroepitaxial 
films: Besides this,during growthof very thick heteroepitaxial films eventually a 
transition' to a homoepitaxial growth situation occurs, but due to the tendency of 
alloying bffilm and substrate very high temperatures have to be avoided. 
1.1.2 The Concept of Two Mobilities 
For mobilitiesbelow the step:.flo\v regime, nucleation and growth of islands on the 
terraces is observed. Duringthe earlystages'of monolayer growth, the supersatura-
tionof adatoms deposited onto the surface leads to nucleation of first layer islands 
with a charaCteristicseparation Ai depending on tlledeposition rate and substrate 
temperature [32], i.e., the mobility. Nucleation ceases at a coverage of several per-
cent of a, monolayer and the .second stage of monolayer growth, the growth and 
coalescence of islands takesplace. In the case of the absence of a step edge barrier, 
nucleation of second layer islands only sets in near layer completion when islands 
have coalesced .. Layer-by-Iayer .. growth occurs and flat films canbe grown without 
complications. However, when (a finite step edge barrier exists, the adatoms that 
are deposited ontop ofthe growing islands are reflected at the descending step edge 
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with a non vanishing probability; interlayer mass transport is partially suppressed. 
For small islands, this does not lead to immediate nucleation of a second layer is-
land, since the adatoms landing on a small island visit the island edge frequently 
and may eventually succeed in descending the step edge. In addition, the total flux 
onto a small island is low, so that it is unlikely that several adatom are at the same 
time trapped on the island leading to the formation of a stable nucleus. However, 
the islands of the first layer grow by capturing adatoms deposited on the terrace 
and on them and when they reach a critical diameter dc , depending on the adatom 
mobility and the size of the barrier, nucleation of a second layer island takes place 
[33]. For a finite step edge barrier, dc is smaller than A, leading to second layer 
islands before coalescence of the first layer islands, i.e., three-dimensional islands 
are grown and film growth is rough. This only holds though, when the adatom 
mobility is constant during monolayer deposition. Here lies the key to manipulate 
the growth mode. When the adatom mobility is varied during growth, the relation 
between A and dc may be changed and they may be adjusted independently. The 
idea of the concept of two mobilities is, to have a small mobility during nucleation, 
leading to a small typical island distance A or, equivalently, a high density of small 
islands. After nucleation, growth is continued with a high mobility, resulting in a 
larger dc . If the adatom mobility is varied only strongly enough, dc may eventually 
be larger than A and nucleation of second layer islands only sets in after coalescence 
of the first layer islands. Layer-by-layer growth is achieved. Besides the variation of 
the mobility during nucleation, also the creation of a high density of nuclei by some 
other means leads to the same improvement of interlayer mass transport. 
1.1.3 Heteroepitaxy 
In model experiments, Rosenfeld et al. showed that in the case of homoepitaxy 
of Ag on Ag(111) the application of this purely kinetic concept of two mobilities 
indeed results in an enhanced interlayer mass transport and rather flat films [14]. 
In chapter 2.4 we study growth manipulation in more detail for the homoepitaxial 
system CujCu(111). 
For technological applications of thin films, film and substrate need to differ in 
some physical property allowing to realize specific functions. Therefore, deposited 
material and substrate often are of different kind and hence the fabrication of such 
structures involves heteroepitaxy. 
Heteroepitaxy substantially differs from homoepitaxy, as can easily be seen from 
thcrmodynamic considerations. First, substrate and film material in general have 
different surface free energies. This means, that only in one of the configurations, 
the film material may wet the substrate. In the other case, a closed film would 
givc risc to a higher surface free energy. The film then usually splits up in three-
dimensional droplets or crystallites at high substrate temperatures to reduce its sur-
face energy. Hence, for half of the substrate film configurations, the surface energies 
of thc materials do not allow to grow Hat films by growth at high temperatures, since 
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thermodynamics drives growth to a three-dimensional mode. Second, substrate and 
deposited material often have a different natural lattice spacing and during growth 
of pseudomorph films, the lattice mismatch results in a build up of strain. During 
growth the film either eventually reacts with the formation of dislocations or thc 
growth front roughens strongly as Bauer showed [13]. The three-dimensional islands 
created by this can elastically relax in the lügher layers as e.g. observed in thc sys-
tem GejSi(100) [34]. The higher the substrate temperature, the faster the system 
reacts on the strain. Again, the growth of fiat films by choosing a high substrate 
temperature will not lead to the desired result. Third, the desired fiat film with a 
chemically sharp interface might altogether not be the thermodynamic stable con-
figuration due to a tendency of film and substrate material to alloy. Also in this 
case, growth at high temperatures is counter productive. Therefore, growth recipes 
are needed that allow to grow fiat films at lower temperatures, where the path-
way to the thermodynamic equilibrium is still blocked. Here, the kinetic picture of 
growth is more promising and the concept of two mobilities can show its full power. 
Growth is performed at such low temperatures that film morphology is determined 
by kinetics and thermodynamic considerations about the film morphology havc not 
to be made. However, it is apriori not clear that also in heteroepitaxy thc kinetic 
growth manipulation succeeds, since also the kinetics of heteroepitaxy differs from 
that of homoepitaxy. For example, the diffusion speed of adatoms on the substrate 
and on differently high layers of the film can substantially differ [35, 36], details of 
interlayer mass transport may vary in different layers or the strain might play such 
a dominant role, that it alters growth kinetics substantially. 
In the heteroepitaxial growth manipulation experiments in this thesis, we tried to 
apply the concept of two mobilities to thc systems NijCu(l11) and SijGe(100). In 
both cases, the deposited material has a higher surface free energy than the substrate 
and a tendency of alloying is known. In NijCu(l11) thc misfit is moderate (2.5%) 
while for SijGc(100) it is with 4.2% of substantial size. As will be shown, in both 
cases grm\·th manipulation indeed leads to fiatter films, although details of somc 
growth recipes have to be adjusted to thc system undcr investigation. 
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1.2 Experimental Methods 
To study the growth of thin films, two complementary approaches were taken in 
this work. In the first two chapters of this work, diffraction methods, namely ther-
mal energy atom scattering (TEAS) and low energy electron diffraction (LEED), 
were used that easily allow monitoring of the growth process in real time during 
deposition [37, 38]. With these scattering methods, one obtains information from 
the surface that is averaged over the beam diameter, which is in the order of one 
square millimeter. This fact holds the advantages and dis advantages of these meth-
ods. It is relatively easy to obtain a qualitative picture of the surface from the 
diffraction pattern. Quantities like the average island separation, the defect density, 
the step height or facet angles can be determined accurately, but it is impossible to 
invert the diffraction pattern by Fourier techniques to obtain all information ab out 
the morphology of the surface. Scattering methods are most useful in the study of 
non reconstructed closed packed surfaces, where no different adsorption sites exist. 
Hence, these methods are used to examine growth and growth manipulation on the 
(111) surface of copper in real time and in a large temperature range. In the sec-
ond part of this study, areal space method, namely scanning tunneling microscopy 
(STM), is used that allows to examine the morphology of the films after deposition 
in great detail. This method has the great advantage that one actually sees all the 
surface features. However, only a very sm all area is scanned and many pictures are 
necessary to obtain good statistics for average quantities like the mean island den-
sity. An other disadvantage is that it is hard, though not impossible, to study the 
growth in vivo [39] or over a large temperature range [40]. For the rather complex 
situation of growth on the reconstructed surfaces of Ge(100) with all the different 
local configurations, STM as a high resolution real space method is more suitable 
and hence is used in the second part of this work. The following sections describe 
the experimental methods and set-ups in more detail. 
1.2.1 Helium Atom Scattering 
Thermal energy atom scattering of He atoms was used to study the growth of Cu 
and Ni on Cu(111). Figure 1.2 sketches the experimental set-up. The He gas 
of high purity (99.999%) and high pressure (70-90 bar) is adiabatically expanded 
through a nozzle with a diameter of 10 11m into the vacuum of the nozzle chamber 
(p < 10-4 mbar under operation). During the expansion, the whole enthalpy of the 
gas, which is determined by the nozzle temperature TD , is transferred into kinetic 
energy of the supersonic He beam [41]. So, a monochromatic beam of an energy of 
EHe = 5/2kB TD and [j,)..He/ )..He ;::::; 0.02 is formed [42]. In a second step, the outer 
regions of the beam are removed by a skimmer and the beam passes the chopper 
chamber (p ;::::; 10-7 mbar) before it enters the main chamber through an aperture. 
In the main chamber, the beam has a divergence of 0.20 and hits the surface with 
a width of less than 1mm [42]. The beam is then reflected from the sampIe surface 
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and is detected in a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) with a solid angle of 
acceptance of 0.15°. Both, the sampie and the detector, can be rotated around two 
axes allowing to vary the scattering conditions over a wide range. During operation 
of the He beam, the press ure in the main chamber rises from ~ 2 x 10-11 mbar to 
~ 2 X 10-9 due to the increase of the partial pressure of He. This He background 
pressure limits the signal to noise ratio of the detection of the reHected He beam in 
the QMS to 103 . By using a chopped beam and lock-in techniques, higher signal to 
noise ratios can be achieved. 
Nozzle Chamber Chopper Chamber Main Chamber 
Sampie 
Chopper 
Figure 1.2: Schematic set-up of the TEAS apparatus. 
TEAS is of very high surface sensitivity, since the low thermal energy of the He 
atoms and the strong repulsive interaction of the filled electron shell of the helium 
and the outer valence electrons of the surface [43] leads to a classical turning point of 
the He atoms that lies 3-4 A in front of the surface [44, 45]. At these distances, low 
indexed metal surfaces display only a very small corrugation [46, 47] (e.g.~ o.olA 
in the case of Pt(111) [48]). Hence, most of the beam is specularly reflected into 
the (00) reflex and higher order reflexes are by three to four orders of magnitude 
weaker. The surface practically acts as a mirror. Besides the exclusive surface 
sensitivity and the simple scattering situation, the lo\\' energy of the He atoms also 
guarantees a practically non destructive probing of the surface and processes on the 
surface, which makes TEAS an ideal method to study undisturbed growth in vivo. 
Fig. 1.3 sketches the elastic scattering of He atoms from a mirror like metallic 
surface containing an atomic step. Due to local distortion of the Hat potential by 
10 
diffusively 
scattered 
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specularly 
reflected 
-------.--.-.-----.--.. --.-. ·-·----·---/1--------~·-·--·--· .--.-------.-.--.-.-.-.----.-... -. 
Figure 1.3: Scattering of the He beam from a stepped surface. 
the step, helium atoms hitting this area will not be specularly refiected but are lost 
from the (00) beam (tJi #-tJ/ ). Phenomenological, this effect can be described by a 
stripe of roughly 10 A around step edges that causes diffuse scattering. Scattering 
from the two adjacent terraces leads to interfcrence in the detector. The phase 
difference between the two specularly refiected bcams, i.e., the scattering phase S is 
determined by the angle of incidence tJ = tJ i = 191, the wave length of the He beam 
). and the step height h : 
S = 2hcosrJ 
). (1.1) 
The nozzle set-up used in all experiments of this work did not allow to vary the 
nozzle temperature; it was fixed to room temperature. This results in a 67 meV 
He beam, corresponding to a de Broglie wave length of ). =0.556 A. Hence, the 
scattering phase S was varied by varying the angle of incidence tJ. 
In the case of in-phase scattering conditions (S = 1,2,3 ... ) interference is con-
structive and the only loss in the specular beam is caused by diffuse scattering. 
Then, the normalized intensity is given by [42]: 
I ( 2 
- = 1- ds) 
10 
(1.2) 
where d is the width of the stripe causing diffuse scattering and s is the density of 
steps on the surface. Under this scattering condition, one obtains a high sensitivity 
to step edges 01' other defects like point defects or adsorbed atoms, which also cause 
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strong diffuse scattering. However, from the reflected intensity no information cau 
be gained on the distribution of open layers. 
In the case of anti-phase scattering conditions (S = 1/2,3/2,5/2 ... ) interferellcc 
is destructive. Then the specularly reflected normalized intensity is given by the 
layer distribution: 
I (00 .)2 
- = I)-ltA i 
10 i=O 
(1.3) 
where Ai is the fraction of the visible area of atomic level i. For a three-level-system, 
this equation can also be inverted to obtain the coverages Gi in the three layers, 
when the total coverage G is known. For deposition of around one monolayer of 
material on a flat substrate, the inversion of equation 1.3 results in: 
(1.4) 
Due to the destructive interference from adjacent terraces, diffuse scattering has 
no influence on the specularly reflected anti-phase intensity for structures larger than 
d. For structures this large, the atoms scattered from the stripe around the step 
edge would also have been lost from the specular beam by interference. However, 
when very sm all structures are present on the surface or when the structures are not 
compact but ramified or fractal, diffuse scattering may become significant also under 
anti-phase scattering conditions leading to a loss in the specular reflected intensity. 
Due to limited coherence of the He-beam, the linear dimension from ,,,hich co-
herent information is gathered, i.e. the transfer width, is finite. For structures much 
larger than the transfer width, the difference of in- and anti- phase scattering con-
dition vanishes. The transfer width of the set-up during operation at the selected 
scattering conditions (S = 2,2.5) is ~ 420 A. 
Besides the specularly reflected intensity, also the intensity distribution around 
the geometrically reflected beam, i.e. the shape of the specular spot, contains infor-
mation ab out the surface morphology. In the kinematic approximation, the intensity 
distribution l(kll , kJ..) of the scattered wave as the function of perpendicular momCll-
turn transfer k.l and parallel momentum transfer kl l, i.e. the diffractioll pattern, is 
given by the Fourier transform ofthe autocorrelation function ~(x, k.l) ofthe surface 
[49]: 
(1.5) 
where ~(x, k.l) is given by the perpendicular moment um transfer k.l and the height 
of the surface h(x) at position x as follows [51] : 
(1.6) 
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Except for the diffusely scattered part of the intensity, this simple kinematic 
approximation is valid for TEAS. 
In this work, island densities after homogeneous nucleation are estimated from 
anti-phase peak profiles. An isotropie island distribution with typical island sepa-
ration A results in a ring of intensity around the specular spot [50], refiecting the 
correlation between neighboring islands according to equation 1.5. A radiallinescan 
through the diffraction spot shows the central specular peak and two additional 
peaks caused by the ring. The additional peaks can be approximated by Lorentzians 
with parameters depending on the details of the distribution of island separations. 
The distance from the central spot gives the most probable island separation and 
the width of the peaks the scatter in the island distribution. From both parameters, 
an estimate of the average island separation andhence the island densities can be 
obtained, according to Wollschläger et al. [51]. 
The limited transfer width results in a minimum half-width of the spot. The 
observed diffraction pattern can be written as a convolution of the ideal diffraction 
pattern, obtained with a hypothetical instrument of infinite transfer width, and the 
instrument function which can be approximated by a Gaussian with a half width of 
the inverse of the transfer width of the instrument [49]. 
At temperatures where the adatoms are mobile, ideal three-dimensional growth 
is due to the complete lack of interlayer mass transport. For this type of growth, 
both in- and anti-phase He specular intensity decay monotonically. The normalized 
anti-phase intensity follows an exponential decay law : 
Ianti /Ignti = e -4/1 (1.7) 
where () is the coverage in monolayers (ML) [42]. Accompanied by this decay, the 
anti-phase peak profile of the (00) spot widens with coverage. 
During layer-by-Iayer growth mass transport between layers is efficient, resulting 
in oscillations of the He intensity under both diffraction conditions. The minimum 
intensity corresponds to deposition of ab out 0.5 ML, when the surface is roughest. 
Accordingly, the anti-phase peaks widens and reaches a maximum width at half 
monolayer coverage. The maximum intensity corresponds roughly to completion of 
a layer, where the surface again is smooth and in accordto this the anti-phase peak 
profile is sharp again. 
During step-fiow growth, both in- and anti-:phase intensities remain constant and 
the anti-phase peak sharp. . . .. 
1.2.2 SPA-LEED 
Besides TEAS, low energy electron diffraction (LEED) was used in this work as 
a second diffraction technique. Figure 1.4 sketches the experimental set up. The 
commercially available Omicron SPA-LEED consists of an electron gun with a LaB6 
cathode, an octopole electron optics and a channeltron with small aperture. During 
operation, the octopole is used to sc an the diffraction pattern over the aperture of 
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the channeltron. In this way, high resolution images of the diffraction pattern can 
be obtained. The high sensitivity of the channeltron allows low bearn currents allel 
hence Imv widening of the beam due to space charge, leading to transfer width of 
up to 2000 A. The high linearity of the channeltron allows quantitative analysis of 
the observed diffraction profiles. 
Screen 
Electron Trajectory 
without Field 
with Field 
J~~~~r\\ 
Sample 
Electron Detector '---..L--<----=-""""~:::: 
Octopole Plates 
Figure 1.4: Sketch of the Omicron SPA-LEED set-up 
Since the mean free path of the electrons in the solid is finite (and varies wi th en-
ergy), the experimentally observed LEED diffraction patterns cannot be completely 
explained on grounds of the simple kinematic approximation of equation 1.5. First, 
interference from the different atomic layers of the substrate leads to additional 
modulation of the intensity of all diffraction peaks and hente contains information 
about the layer structure of the crystal. Second, multiple scattering events can-
not be neglected. Nevertheless, the shape of the different diffraction peaks can be 
weIl described in the kinetic approximation [52] according equation 1.5, sirnilarly to 
TEAS, except for the absolute intensity. To also explain the intensity of a diffraction 
peak as a function of electron energy, i.e. its IV curve, more elaborate techniques 
must be used [53]. In this work, only the shape of LEED diffraction patterns peaks 
are used to study the film morphology. LEED IV curves are not analysed to gain 
structural information, since in the SPA-LEED used, the angle of incidence changes 
with electron energy when observing a certain diffraction peak with the channeltron. 
This fact makes the analysis of IV curves impractical. 
To show the equivalence of the two diffraction methods used in this work, two 
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Figure 1.5: LEED and TEAS anti-phase spot profiles ofthe (00) spot from a Cu(lll) 
surface with a high density of Cu islands. 
linescans through the specular spot at anti-phase diffraction condition were taken 
from the same surface - one with TEAS and one with SPA-LEED - as displayed in 
Fig. 1.5. On the surface, a high island density was created by growth manipulation 
techniques followed by deposition to nearly half of a monolayerof Cu. Obviously, 
the shape of the two profiles is similar. However, w hen the structures on the surface 
become sm aller than the width of the band of diffuse scattering around step edges 
d, TEAS diffraction peaks loose intensity and eventhe observed step height and by 
this the scattering phase S might change due .to the Sm~luch~wski effect [54]. At 
these high step densities, SPA-LEED is m(),re~uitable to studyfilm morphology. 
1.2.3 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy 
As a high resolution real space method, scanning tunnelingmicroscopy (STM) allows 
one to take images of the surface morphology up to atomic resolution [55]. In this 
work, a commercially available room temperature STM from Omicron was used. 
The set-up consists of a URY chamber system with a preparatiönchamber, equipped 
with a sputter gun and an evaporator, and an analysis chambercontaining the STM 
(see fig. 1.6). Further, a load lock allowed the introduction (and removal) of sampIes 
and tips without braking the vacuum. A carousel elose to'the analysis chamber was 
used to store up to eight sampIes and tips. Both sampIes and:tips are handled with 
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a wobble stick to insert (and remove) them into (from) the STM and the magnetic 
transfer stick of the preparation chamber and the load lock. The tips were prepared 
ex-situ by etching with NaOH solution. In the case that scanning \vith a tip did not 
result in images of atomic resolution, atomic resolution cOllld uSllally be achieved 
after soft sputtering of the tip. 
Carousel 
Evaporator 
Load Lock System 
with Transferstick 
\ 
STM 
Figure 1.6: Sketch of the Omicron STM set-up 
Images of the surfaces were taken after preparation or growth at room temper-
atures. When the preparation of the structures involved elevated temperatures, a 
time of approximately 15 minutes was needed to cool down the sam pIe before tun-
neling could be started. Otherwise, the drift lead to strong distortions of the images. 
Different tip voltages were used in this work. In this way, different states or bands 
contribute to the tunneling current and by switching the sign of the tllnneling volt-
age, both empty and filled state images were taken to unambiguously identify the 
surface features. 
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Chapter 2 
Homoepitaxial Growth ofCuell'!) 
2.1 Introd uction 
Homoepitaxial systems can be used as model systems, where simple kinetic pro-
cesses infiuencing epitaxial growth can be studied without~compIicating effects such 
as lattice mismatch, differences in surface energy, etc. Acletailed:understanding of 
the origin of the various phenomena occurring in homoepitaxy, as weIl as the devel-
opment of general concepts and the identification of gene~al {;ends: are important 
for deriving from these simpler systems conclusions applicable tot!le more complex, 
and more useful, heteroepitaxial systems. 
Such general trends seem to apply for homoepitaxy on non reconstructed fcc(lOO) 
metal surfaces, for which layer-by-Iayer gro\vth is generallyJound (Pd [1], Ni [2], Cu 
[3,4], Ag [4,5,6]). For homoepitaxy on fcc(111) metal surfaces the situation is more 
com plex. The two model systems studied extensively - Pt !Pt (111 ),and Ag! Ag( 111 ) 
- displaya richness of behaviour, depending on the growth'conditions (substrate 
temperature, deposition rate) and on the metal. 
For homoepitaxy on Pt(111), three growth regimes were observed at,tempera-
tures below step-fiow [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]: at intermediate temperatures (340-450 K), 
several layers grow simultaneously and the system grows th'rE~e-dime:risionaIly rough 
(3D growth). This mode of growth was explained by the existence of a barrier. (step-
edge barrier [12, 13)), hindering interlayer mass transport. At lower temperatures,a 
non-ideallayer-by-layer growth mode (reentrant 2D growth)'is enc()untered, which 
was explained by the partial enabling of interlayer mass transport due'to the den-
dritic shape of the islands growing at these temperatures[7]. Ab initi<;calcuhltions 
show, that especially kinks in {111} step edges of the dendritic island are' responsible 
for lowering the effective step edge barrier [14, 15]. At'lügh temperatu~es, growth 
proceeds in an almost ideallayer-by-layer manner for a very large number of mono-
layers. This latter growth mode was explained initially by an increasedprobability 
for adatoms to thermally surmount the step-edge barrier. Recently, an alternative 
mechanism was proposed, tracing back this growth mode to, a reconstruction net-
work forming on the Pt(111) surface during deposition [16,17]. Scanning Tunneling 
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Microscopy (STM) investigations [17] showed that those parts ot the surtace WhlCh 
are not reconstructed grow three-dimensiona11y while the reconstructed areas grow 
in a layer-by-layer manner. Due to a strong tensile stress of the non reconstructed 
surface, a reconstruction network is formed by the incorporation of additional Pt 
atoms into the first layer during deposition, which leads to a: decreased mobility of 
adatoms on the surface and a high island density. The growing islands, though, are 
not reconstructed and adatoms landing on them have a high mobility. This leads to 
a natural realisation of the concept of two mobilities. 
Ag growing on Ag(l11) shows a very different behaviour [6, 11, 18, 19, 20]. For 
this system, the growth is three-dimensional at a11 temperatures below step-flow, 
indicative of a high step-edge barrier. 
For the third fcc(111) system studied in detail so far - Cu/Cu(111), conflicting 
results were reported. A behaviour similar to that of Ag/ Ag(111) has been observed 
by Dastoor and co-workers [21], whereas a behaviour similar to that of Pt/Pt(111) 
was found by Henzler and co-workers [11, 22, 23]. 
The first part of this chapter (sec. 2.3) is devoted to the investigation of the 
conventional homoepitaxial growth on Cu(111), in order to resolve this discrepancy 
and gain a more general overview on the growth in fcc(111) systems. 
The second part ofthis chapter deals with growth manipulation in the Cu/Cu(l11) 
system, leading to much smoother films than those grown using conventional pro ce-
dures. Manipulation is based on the "concept of two mobilities" [24, 25] which has 
been applied previously to the growth of Ag on Ag(l11) [18]. In these experiments, 
an artificially high density of islands is produced during the,nucleation stage of each 
monolayer, such that the typical distance between two such islands is smallerithan 
the "free-diffusion length" of adatoms at the growth temperature and deposition 
rate used. Adatoms landing from the gas phase on these sma11 islandswilLtherefore 
f{~ach the edge of the islands much more frequently and the probability of surmount-
ing the barrier and reaching the lower terrace before forming a stable nucleus on top 
of a pre-existing island is largely enhanced. 
Artificially enhanced island density during nucleation wasproduced in'several 
ways. Sec. 2.4.1 presents the results of experiments where an enhariced island 
density was produced by lowering the substrate temperatüte dtifin{ tl{e' nucle~ti~m 
stage of monolayer growth, Sec. 2.4.2 presents the results of exp'eriinents in' which 
this aim was achieved by ion bombardment at that stage'.: An '~ssessm~nt of the 
~uality ofYle grown lay~rs and of the degree to which the island density must be 
lllcreased III order to achleve high-quality layers is given. .' 
In addition, Sec. 2.5 presents results of experiments where growth was influenced 
by p.re-exposing the copper surface to molecular oxygen. This procedureresults'in 
an (lmperfect) layer-by-layer growth of several monolayers. A mechanism for the 
influence of oxygen is proposed. 
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2.2:':' ,Experimental set-np 
The experiments described in this chapterwerecarried out in an ultra-high-vacuum 
'(URV)chamber with base pressure bel~w '2 ;10-11 mbar. The tiiuisfer-width at 
the e:xpe~imental conditionswas ~ 420;'N [28]. 'The sc~tteririg apparatus was also 
equipped with an Auger electron spectrometer (AES). Sampie tempenitllre \~as 
measured using a Ni-CrNi thermocoupleinserted into acavity in the crystal. Tne 
Ni-CrNi'thermocouple was calibrated at low temperatures by thermal desorption 
spectroscopy of the multilayer desorption peak of Ar arid Xe from the Cu' crystal 
~~. ' 
, The sampie is a high quality Cu(111) singlecrystal with amiscut angle<: 0.1°. 
It was .cut by spark erosion, then carefully polished and in a first step cleaned 'of 
sulphiii~; and carbon by glowing in a hydrogen atmosphere at 1100 K. The sam pIe 
~vas p~epared in URV by repeated cycles ofsputtering with 1.2 keV Ne+ -ions and 
annealing to 1000 K. Thisprocedurewasrepeateduntil no contaminati~n co~ld be 
detectedby meims of AES and the He reflecÜ"ityfrom thesurface was high. The 
estimated~ean terracewidth onthe ~~"rfac~~as over 1000:A 1. 
"_ < r .;,' • .,. ;, t:' C 
After eachdeposition experiment, the initialeonditions were recovered bysput-
tering and annealing to 850 K. 
, Copper was evaporatedonto the sampie from a high'purity Cudiskwhich was 
thoroughly desulphurised and out-gassed. A horne made' electron bombardment 
evaporator was used. During depositio~ the pressure stayed below 1 * 10-10 mbar. 
The deposition rate was determined from thefreq~encY ofBe iritensity oscillations 
undercol1ditions where layer-by-layer growth "was' 9btained. ' 
. . -- ;~ '-
Th~e-specularly refiected He beam unde;jn-<or anti-:-phase conditions wasrecorded 
in-situ'during deposition. ' ' ," 
<, Mean island separations were estimated from the broadening ofHe 'peak pro-
'files under anti-phase conditions [30, 31); Peak profilesiwererecordedby changing 
the angle of the sampie with respect to the detectorafter quenching'the sampie 
temperature to 200 K following deposition. ;' 
, Oxygen experiments were carried out using molecular oxygen 4.8 which was let in 
.. through a leak valve. Partial pressures up toamaximum of 2*1O-7 mbarwere used. 
Immediately after dosing of oxygen,the origi~al base' pressure was re-established. " 
1 Mean terrace widths were estimated by comparirig,the reflected He intensities under in- and 
anti-phase conditions. An estimate of the average terrace',width .& is given'by, 
,',:" , " [( ) 2 (( , ') 2')' 2 'j-! 
A _, ~'X 1+co82 {li +cos2{), .J:::::...,' -1, -' 1+("08 {lj " 
U - A{li 2 t Jan" 2' "' .. 
whe;e:'A~e is the wavelength of the He-bea~;' ~~i is'the fullwidth af half maxifitum (i"WHM) 
:,of the 'direct He-beam, {)i is the diffraction angle under in-plülseconditions, f~n,and fanti are the 
reflected He-intensities under in- and anti-phasediffractioll conditions [28]: < 
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2.3 Conventional Growth of Cu/Cu(lll) 
The normalized specularly reflected He intensities under anti~phase diffraction c~n: 
ditions (5 = 2.5) were recorded for different substrate temperatures as a func~lOn 
of deposition time. Deposition was carried out at a rate of R = 0.006 ML/sec.for 
all temperatures. The results are shown in Fig.2.1. 
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Figure 2.1: Evolution of the normalized specular He intensity under anti-phase con-
ditions (5 = 2.5) during deposition of Cu onto Cu(1l1) at different substrate tem-
peratures, as indicated. Deposition was carried out at a rate of R = 0.006 MLjsec. 
For the highest temperature chosen (T :=450 K), the intensity remains aoout 
constant during deposition. This indicates growthby step-flow. At this high tem-
perature the mobility of the adatoms is high enough, such that all adatoms landing 
on the pre-existing terraces diffuse to",the ascending step edges, where theyare'cap.:. 
tured before they nucleate. Hence, no'nucleation' ofislands is taking place on the 
terraces and the film grows via propagation of the pre-existing steps 2. The onset 
temperature of ideal step-flow growth is not an intrinsic property of the material. It 
is also determined by the average terrace width of the surface and hence the crvstal 
surface quality. 
2The slight decay of the anti-phase He intensity during deposition ~t 450 K may be attributed to 
kinctic roughening of thc pre-existing stcps in the step-flow growth mode orby three-dimensional 
growth on exceptionally large terraces. , , . 
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.': At lower temperatures the intensity falls monotonically during deposition, typical 
for 3D growth-. Note that for the curve obtained at 100 K, the rate of decay is steeper 
than thatexpeded for ideal 3D growth (see equation 1.7). This is 'due to diffuse 
scatteringfrom small structures as will be, discussed ; at theendof thissection. 
Between,the two extremes, 3D growth at low temperatures'and'step-flow at high 
temperature,a gradual transition is found. 
,. None ofthe curves 'displays oscillationsofthe intensity during deposition.' This 
indicatesthat growth does not proceed in II layer-by-layer fashiori at anytemper-
ature. The fact that the iritensity decays monotonically everi at elevated tempere. 
atllfes (> 300 K), i.e"; 3~dimensional structures ar~ formed, shows that interlayer 
mass transportisconsiderably hampered by the existence of a barrier for downward 
diffusion over a step edge. ", 
The high:temperature oscillations observ~d for C~/Cu(111) with SPA-LEED 
,(T = 370 K,R 'O:8:ML/min and 3 ML/In'in) [11, 22,23] could not be reproduced 
in our He scattering experiments. It is unlikely 'that:thediscrepancy is due to 
differerices in the,average, terrace width, asboth surfaces were of similar quality. It 
is'also not likely that the different transfer widths ,ofthe two diffraction techniques 
(about 400 A for TEAS, and 1000-2000Ä"for SPA-LEED) is responsible for the 
,contradicting results. The very pronounced oscillations observed in the SPA·LEED 
experiments shouldhave been observable also.with He scattering. In addition, simple 
SPA-LEED experiments with our crystal did'not show intensity oscillations.under 
the conditions used.in ref. [11, 22, 23].The reportedoscillationswere found to be 
accompanied bya widening in SPA-LEED anti-phase peak profiles taken from the 
. surface duringg~owth with respect to peak profiles reco~ded during growth at lower 
temperatures. [33].,The structures growing during'the high.:.temperature oscillations 
are thus smallerthan structures growing at lower temperatures. Su~ha behaviour 
isnot expected:on-the basis of nucleation tlieory'[34;35] alld ean therefore not. be 
explainedby simple homogeneous nucleation: Neither,ourTEASnor SPA-LEED 
experimentsshowed signs of such sm aller struci'ures. {, ," '". " 
, In the light üf ourobs~rvations, it seems thata high'step~edge ba~rier is in general 
a'commonfeatureo(the (111) face offcc noble metals, as b~thCu(111) and Ag(l11) 
[6, 11, 18, 19,20] grow three-dimensionally for alltemperatures belowstep-flow, and 
,Pt(111) grows inthe same mode for a wide }emperatllre range [7,8, 9, 10].' The 
'2D growth()fPt(I11) at lügher temperatures see'ms t~ be an exception which can 
be traced back to the reconstruction of the Pt surface. The reconstruction network 
reduces th~ mobilityofaclatoms on the surface and leads to an enhanced density of 
, nucleiduring the'earlystages of each monolayergrowth [16, 17].'Inthe absence of 
this reconstruction, also Pt grows 3D at hightemperatures [17].. ' 
;;' Receritly; also density functional theorycalCulations by Yu and Scheffier [32] for 
) silver alsöshciw,tliat no step edge barrier is preseritat steps on the Ag(100) surface, 
:.while a substantial stepedge barrier hindersmass transport over step edges on the 
Ag(111) s~rfa~~!iriagreement with previous experiments. . 
Like intheh~rnoepitaxial system Ag/Ag(111 ),' no reentrant oscillations could be 
, . 
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found for CujCu(111) with He scattering. In LEED me~surements, thou~h, ~ow­
scale reentrant oscillations were observed at low temperatures [11]. The osclllatlOns 
were of very low amplitude (e.g. far a surface temperatureof 172 Kand a de'position 
rate of R = 0.03 MLjsec, the amplitude of the first and highest oscillationis 0.005 
of the initial LEED intensity [33]). At these low temperatures we find astrang 
decay of the in-phase He intensity during grawth, indicating a' substantial ,diffuse 
scattering from small structures on the surface. This strong diffuse scattering causes 
an additional damping of the anti-phase He intensity, which could lead to a lower 
sensitivity of TEAS to such small oscillations. A reduced ,sensitivity ofTEAS to 
low temperature oscillations was encountered for several other systems: RHEED 
oscillations during low-temperature growth of Agj Ag(100) [6] and CujCu(100) [3] 
are much more pronounced than the equivalent TEAS oscillations for these systems" 
[36, 37], whereas the high temperature oscillations are of equal quality. The discrep-
ancy between LEED and TEAS measurements at low ternperatures are most likely 
due to this effect. 
Nevertheless, even if low-scale reentrant oscillations are'present; it :is clearthat 
neither CujCu(111) nor AgjAg(ll1) displays such pronounced reentrant oscilla-
tions as PtjPt(111) does, where the amplitude of the first oscillation is 0.5 of the 
initial He intensity [7]. The existence of the reentrant laYer-by."layer growth mode 
in PtjPt(ll1) was explained by a transition in the island shapes from compact 
at lligher temperatures to dendritic at low temperatures. However, such a tran-
sition in island shapes is present also in AgjAg(ll1) [18],and in CujCu(111), as 
will be shown at the end of this section. This indicates th~tt a transition in island 
shape alone is not a sufficient condition for the occurrence of re'entrantlayer-by:-
layer growth. The behaviour of Pt/Pt(111) also at low temperatures seems to be 
the exception rat her than the rule. Simulations point out ,that the reentrant layer-
by-Iayer growth on Pt(111) may be promoted by an exceptionally low barrier for 
an exchange process at kink sites, leading to efficient interlayer niass transport at 
irregularly-shaped islands [38, 39]. Aseries of corrected ,effective medium (CEM) 
calculations for the three systems [40,41] indicated that for'Pt adatomsdiffusing on 
Pt(l11) the potential energy barrier for interlayer diffusion by an exchange mecha-
nism at the edge of small (10-60 atoms) compact islands is actually lower Ul.an the 
barrier for terrace diffusion, whereas for Agj Ag(111) andCujCu(Ül) the situation 
is reversed. Both calculations emphasize the importancegf a diffusion behaviour 
uniqlle to Pt/Pt(ll1) in the occurrence of the pronounced reentrant layer':'by-Iayer 
growth mode for PtjPt(111). The exceptionally low ba;riers fordiffusion by ex-
change are in accord with the tendency of the Pt(ll1) surfaceto reconstruct by 
aclatom incorporation into the topmost surface layer. ' I, 
. To complete t.he study on the unmanipulated growth' of CujCu(111) 'we inves-
tIgate the annealmg of structures obtained by growth at ilow temperatures .. First, 
0.1 ML were. deposited at 100 K with a rate of R = 0 . .006 ML/sec. ,At this low 
covera.ge the l~lands ':,ould be predominantly two-dimensional, even' in the presence 
of a Ingh barner for mterlayer mass transport. Followingdeposition the substrate 
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was :heated at a constant rate of 10 K/min while monitoring the in- or anti-phase 
He intensity. The resulting intensities, normalized to unity before deposition and 
corrected for Debye-Waller effects 3 , are shown as a fuilction of temperature in 
Fig.2.2a. 
At ab out 200 K, both in-and. anti-phase intensities start to increase until at 
about 250 K a plateau isreached,which indicates that afirst annealing step has 
taki:mplace. Around 350 K the onset of a second annealing step is observed: both 
intensities rise again and at ~ 400 K the initial intensity values corresponding to a 
freshly ~prepared surface are reached. A similar behaviour has already been observed 
for"Ag/Ag(111) (see Fig.2.2b), and the two steps have been iriterpreted as a traIi-
sition:in the island shape from dendritic to compact and two-dimensional Ostwald 
ripening, respectively [18]. Here we will look in more detail to these annealing steps 
and try to substantiate this interpretation. 
The two annealing steps are essentially different processes. This is .evident from 
the fact that during the first (lower temperature ) step. the increase of tlie in-phase 
intensity is much larger than that of the anti-phase intensity,while during the second 
step the situation is reversed. . '. 
The intensity behaviour during the first annealing step is in accord.with a transi-
tion in island shape. The strong rise of the in-phase iritensity is expected if dendritic 
islands'which give rise to 'strong diffuse scattering collapse to a compact shape with 
straight edges. The anti-phase intensity, on the other'hand, is more sensitive to 
the layer distribution onthe surface. It does' not increase much during the first 
annealing step, but' does so during the second. The seccmd 'annealing step can thus 
be identified as two-dimensional Ostwald-ripening, where larger isl<indsgrow at the 
expense of small ones, which decompose. This ripening process is'(:ompleted when 
few~very large islands have formed or, on areal surface, when all material on the 
terraces has beencaptured by the pre-existing step edges. The surfacethusbecomes 
effectively a one-Iayer systemwithin the transfer width.,. , 
, To ,verify the origin of the first annealing step, anti-phase He 'peak profiles were 
recorded during annealing. The profiles consist of a central spike and abroadening 
[30,','31]~ From the shape andwidth of the broaderling a characteristic length scale 
of the growth structures can be obtained. For compact two-'dimensional, islands 
thecharacteristic length is the mean island separation .. .for dendritic is}ands 'intra-
island 'correlations strongly infiuence the broadening so that the observed length 
scale is smaller than the island separation. The characteristic length scales during 
thevarious stages of annealing are shown in the inset of Fig.2.2a.Ac1ear rise ofthe 
length scale can be seen between 300 and 400K corresponding to:two-dimerisional 
Ostwald-ripening. Between 100 and300 K however,the length scale increases only 
slightly from ~150 to ~ 300 A. Assuming that during the first annealingstep the 
island sh~pe remains the same, this slight change in the' characteristic length could 
. ' .. ~ -, - ,,' 
3For correction of Debye-Waller effects, the reflectivity. at agiven temperature before depo-
sition and during annealing was divided by the reflectivity of a freshly prepared sam pIe at that 
temperature. 
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Figure 2.2: Debye-Waller corrected in-phase S = 2 (squares) an"d anti-phase S = 2.5 
(circles) intensities during annealing of 0.1 ML Cu (hollow symbols) deposited onto 
CU(lll) and Ag (filled symbols) deposited onto Ag(111) atlOO K, as a function 
oi" substrate temperature during annealing. The typical sizes of theCu structures 
on the surface cluring annealing are shown in the inset of a)." Sizes were evaluated 
from the broadening of anti-phase peak profiles. The given error barrepresents the 
error resulting from fitting the peak profiles. For the low temperatures the error is 
sm aller than the symbol. '" 
by no means explain the steep rise in the in-phase intensityc (see Fig.2.2a). The 
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change of length scale alone, not ~ccompanie~I by changes of the island shape, would 
result in ä rise' of only ~ 0.1 in the norrrialiied in-phase intensity, using equation 
1.2. Hence the'shape of the islands must have changed during the first annealing 
step. Similar arguments hold for Ag/Ag(111). ' ' 
The. transformation of shape is also indicated in experiments by Meyer and co-
workers. [42], although the data were notinterpretedin this way originally. These 
authors: studied growth of multilayerfilms c()f cli onCu(I11)' using SPA-LEED. 
For growth below 185 K theyobserved a rotational symmetry of the anti:.phase 
SPA-LEED peak profiles, which is typical of irregularly shaped islands. Growth at 
higher temperatures leads to peaks of six-fold symmetry indicating c~mpact islands 
with straight edges. Although the situation during growth and annealing is not 
the same" the transition from dendritic to compact islands is determined in both 
cases by'the onset of edge diffusion. Adatom evaporation from islands, necessary, 
for two:.dimensional Ostwald-ripening, sets in at higher temperatures . 
. ; We also performed Monte Carlo simulations of the annealing of dendritic islands 
to qualitatively verify the interpretation of the experimental data .. The simulation 
program was especially designed to allow the fast simulation of diffusion processes 
over time scales4 equivalent to the time scales found under experimental situations 
[43]. As input parameters for the simulations, the microscopic diffusionbarriers 
calculated by Stoltze et al. [44] were used. In a first step, the deposition of 0.05 ML 
ofCu at)40 K was simulated on a 512x512 grid of periodic boundary conditions, 
resulting,.in dendritic islands (see Fig. 2.3a). Then, the annealing was simulated 
by slowlyincreasing the substrate temperature (5K/sec) and allowing diffusion of 
the adatoms according to the specific diffusion barriers. Besides the configuration 
of the siinulated surface, alsothe steplengtnarid total island number was generated 
as output and are depicted in Fig. 2.3e. Indeed, also the simulations show an 
a~nealing i'ntwo steps at roughlythe' same temperatures as the experiment, as 
ca'u be .seenfrom the step length as fu~ctionoftemperature.in Fig. 2.3e. Below 
200 K,' thestructures are stable on .tiie. time scale of the simulations. Then, in 
a first aIlnealing step between 200 and 250K, the dendritic islands contract to a 
compact sh'.1pe (see Fig. 2.3b) and the total'step lerigth decreases strongly .. During 
this contraction, occasionally also new islands are created by a breaking up of a 
large dendritic islands into several parts, explaining the small initial rise in the 
total llllmber of islands. The firstannealingstep is followed by a plateau in the 
step length were the morphology varies only little. Only exceptionally srnall islands, 
ei.ther created by breaking up of dendritic islands or by late nucleation during growt~, 
di~solveresulting in compactislands of similar size on the surface (see Fig. 2.3c). 
I~ the se~~nd annealing stepslowly starting<.trourid300K,· major Ostw'.1ld ripening 
s~ts in ~u'dthe smaller compact islands. decay by evap'oration of atoms onto the 
terrace ~vhÜethe larger o~es.gro~ :by ~apt~ring aclatoms. So the total amount 
,.9rislandsd,~creases; especi~lly abov\'32,9 K, while the step length on theßurface 
4The link·between simulatedtiine and'experiment~l tim~was dü~e by assuming the same 
attempt frequency Vo = 1013Hz für all difftisiünprocesses. 
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In summary, a two step annealing process was observed. During the first step, 
edge diffusion becomes active and the island shape changes from dendritic to com-
pact. During)the second step, adatoms can evaporate from islandsleading to two-
dimensionalOstwald-ripening. 
Comparing the in-phase annealing data of CujCu(lll) to those obtained for 
Agj Ag(ill);'(see Fig.2.2c), onefinds that the temperatures where' the first and 
second annealing steps take place scale approximately with the melting temper'ature 
(T~~lting =, 1234K, T:!zciting = 1356K). This is expected on'the .basis of "rule of 
thumb" argumentation for bond-breaking processes on the surface. 
Such' a' "rule of thumb" scaling of activation energies is more or i~ss confirmed by 
effective medium theory (EMT) calculations for Ag(lll) and Cu(l11) [44]: 'There 
is, however,orie exception: the energy barrier for adatom diffusiorion a Rat terrace 
is foundfü'be lower on Cu(I11) than on Ag(l11). Interestingly, we'arrive' at the 
same conchision from our data, if we assume.that during the first.annealing ster the 
island density remains indeed unchanged. Asit is unlikely that the cross-section for 
diffuse scatter.ing is much different for the two systems,the higher in-phase intensity 
after the first annealing step in Fig.2.2cfor Cu(l11) indicates a lower island density, 
and hence, a higher adato'm mobility. This is not contradicted by the fact that the 
intensity.directly after deposition, i.e., before .the firstannealing step, is lower for 
the Cu system: edge diffusion on Cu(lll) does have a higher energy barrier than 
on Ag(l11);','such that the islands are expected to be more ramified leadirig tO,;u{ore 
diffuse sc'att~ring. . , "c, • 
Ternice'diffusion on Cu(lll) seems to be exceptionallyeffective. Forexaniple, 
an estimate',ür the size of the structures resulting from growth at' 300· K' obtained 
by comparing in- and anti-phase intensities at 0.5 ML coverage, resultsin a mean 
terrace wicltIi' ~f ~ 600 A. The 3-dimensional islands that grow at room temperature 
must therefore have a typical separation of over 1200 A, corresponding to only one 
island per ave~age terrace width of the substrate. . 
An estiillate for the diffusion energy can be obtained from anarialysis of'the 
island d~n'sity, as a function of temperature, based on nucleation'theory:[34, 35]. 
In the case~ where the dimer is the smallest stable nucleus, theisland.density n is 
given by 'TI, cx: exp C~'fr) where E d is the diffusion energy, k the Boltzmann factor 
and T the temperature. Under the same assumption as above, i.e., an unchanged 
island density after the first annealing step, the island density' canbe obtained by 
evaluating peak profiles taken from surfaces onto which submonolayer amoünts of 
Cu are deposited, followed by annealing beyond the first annealing step to' niake 
the islands compact. Fig.2.4 shows an Arrhenius plot of the island number density 
obtaim~(fii{this manner as a function oftemperature in the range 55to 140 K. 0.1 ML 
Cu were' deposited at thetemperatures indicated, followedby' an~ealin:g to 273 K 
and additional deposition of 0.2 ML at that temperature~ . The additi<;lnalmaterial 
deposited· atthe higher temperature diffuses. to pre-existing islands anel is therefore 
not likelyto change the island-density. A fit to the four lowest temperatures shown in 
Fig.2.4,where the dimer is expected to be stable; gives a .very ,low diffusion energy 
" -',-
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Figure 2.4: Arrhenius plot of the mean island density as a function of fte~p~rature 
for Cu islands grown on Cu(l11). Deposition was carried out at a rate6fR = 
0.006 ML/sec. 
of 30~~o meV. This low value is in accord with calculations for terrace diffusion 
barriers for Cu/Cu(l11) (40 meV [41]; 53 meV [44] ). Nevertheless, the measured 
value is surprisingly low. It is possible that, in contrast to our assumptio'n, some 
Ostwald ripening does take place during the annealing to 273 K, particularly for 
very small islands (dimers/trimers) 5 or very ramified islands. The diffusion barrier 
might therefore be somewhat larger than this value. 
2.4 Manipulation of Growth in Cu/Cu(111) 
A few monolayers of Cu deposited onto Cu(ll1) at room temperature form a film 
composed of large-scale (::::::; 600 Ä) structures several monolayers high. The multi-
layer growth is due to the high prob ability that Cu atoms landing on topof islands 
will nucleate to form a higher layer before they can surmount the energy b'arrier at 
thc island edge and fill the lower one. . . 
The growth manipulation procedures described in the followingare aimed at 
reducing the probability for nucleation on top of existing islands.These proce-
5Since edge diffusion is active at 273 K, also some loss of very small islands may b~ due to some 
mobility of these islands caused by edge diffusion. ' 
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dures intervene with the nucleation stage of each monolayer, such that· the mean 
distance between the nucleating islands is sm aller than the distance which would 
have evolved naturally und er the conditions prevailing during the further stages of 
monolayer growth. Once nucleation is achieved, intervention is stopped, and growth 
proceeds further undisturbed. The mean distance which an adatom can traverse 
during the later stages of monolayer growth before it collides with othe~ adatom(s) 
to form a stable nucleus is thus larger than the mean distancebetween. thei~iands 
formed during the nucleation stage. Adatoms landing on top of these i~lands prior 
to coalescence can therefore reach the edge of the island much moie frequently,' and 
the probability that they surmount the step edge barrier and fill the lowerlayer' (2D 
growth) before nucleating to form a higher one (3D growth) is greatlyincreased. 
2.4.1 Growth Manipulation via Temperature ,Altern~tion. 
In this procedure, an increased island density is achieved by decreasing the substrate 
temperature during the nucleation stage. According to nucleation theory [34, 35], the 
mean island separation shrinks (at least) exponentially with decreasing temperature. 
A reduction of the temperature during the nucleation stage therefore reduces the 
mean island separation quite effectively. 
After nucleation, the temperature of the substrate was increased, andsubsequent 
growth was carried out at 300 K. As this temperature lies below the onset·of major 
Ostwald-ripening, the island density createcl at the nucleation stage is not, much 
affected by coarsening during heating. 
Figure 2.5 shows the evolution of the anti-phase He intensities during aseries of 
growth experiments of Cu on Cu(1l1) at 300 K, on surfaces which were prepared by 
pre-deposition of 0.05 ML Cu at lower temperatures between 200 K and 100'K as 
indicated. The plot on the leftmost panel of Fig. 2.5 is the result obtained during 
conventional growth, i.e., where the temperature during nucleation and subsequent 
growth was the same. The starting intensity of all plots was normalized to the 
intensity reflected from a freshly prepared surface at 300 K. 
From the series of results shown in Fig. 2.5 it is clear that the features indicative 
of layer-by-layer growth, namely the decrease of the specularly scattered intensity 
upon deposition of 0.5 ML and its rise towarcls the completion of a monolayer develop 
gradually as the pre-deposition temperature is lowered. 
The 1 ML film grown on a surface which was prepared by pre-deposition at. the 
lowest temperature, 100 K, is quite flat. The anti-phase scattered intensity after 
deposition of a full monolayer corresponds to the first layer being~orethail 95% 
filled, using equation 1.4 and assuming a three-layer system (substrate" first layer 
and second layer) and an ideal instrument. Thus the growth is almostideallayer-
by-layer. This indicates that the length scale imposed during the nucleatiori stage 
at this low temperature is small enough to almost completely suppress'nucleation on 
top of the pre-existing islands during growth at 300 K and ensure effective interlayer 
mass transport. 
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Figure 2.5: Evolution of the normalized anti-phase He intensities during deposition 
of Cu at T = 300 Konto Cu(lll) surfaces, which were treated by pre-deposition 
of 0.05 NIL Cu at lower temperatures as indicated. Deposition was carried out at a 
rate of R = 0.02 NIL/sec. 
The quality of the layer deposited at 300 K deteriorates with increasing pre-
deposition temperature, as is evident from the decrease in the height of the intensity 
maximum upon 1 NIL deposition. This deterioration refiects the fact that as the 
lellgth scale imposed during nucleation increases, the islands are no longer small 
ellough to eompletely suppress nucleation on top of them prior to coalescence. 
The meall island separation for a film grown at 300 K after pre-deposition at 
100 K illferred from an analysis of the peak profile und er anti-phase diffraction con-
ditions, as weH as from a comparison of the in- and anti-phase scattering intensities, 
is ~ 430 A. This lengtll being of the same order as the transfer width of our in-
strument, is the origin of the fact that the anti-phase intensity after deposition of 
0.5 NIL is lügher than zero. This latter consideration would modify our estimate for 
the degree of completion of the first layer after deposition of 1 NIL only slightly, since 
at this coverage small changes in the intensity are only mildly expressed in the layer 
distribution. The length scale obtained for growth subsequent to pre-deposition at 
100 K corresponds to an increase of the island density by a factor of at least 8 with 
respect to the unmanipulated growth at 300 K. It must be kept in mind, though, 
that unmanipulated growth at 300 K on our surface leads to structures of the order 
of the terrace width. Island sizes may thus be limited by the mean terrace width on 
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Figure 2.7: Normalized in- and anti-phase He intensities during deposition of Cu at 
T = 300 Konto surfaces which were treated by ion bombardment with fiuences as 
indicated. Deposition was carried out at a rate of R = 0.02 ML/sec. 
The normalized in- and anti-phase He-intensities recorded during aseries' oL 
growth experiments at 300 Kare shown in Fig. 2.7. In these experiments, the 
frcshly prepared surfaces were bombarded with 1.2 keV Ne+ -ions using fiuences Q 
bctween 5 * 1015 and 1.5 * 1017 ions/m2 , as indicated. These fiuences correspond to 
sputtering of 0.001 to 0.03 ML respectively 7. The angle of incidence of the'ion~ was 
6The time constant T of the annealing of sputter defects shows an Arrhenius behaviour revealing 
an activation energy of 0.86±0.07 e V. Since soft sputtering leads to a complex structure of ~acancies 
and islands, the energy associated to the annealing is a composition of many differentmicroscopic 
barriers. However, it gives an upper limit for the sum of the barrier for evaporation of atoms fram 
step edges and adatom diffusion on the terrace. . 
7 At 440 K ion bombardment results in layer-by-layer etching causing oscillations 'üttlie anti-
phase intensity. These oscillations allow to relate the ion fluence to the overall amount 'ofn~aterial, 
that is removed fram the substrate. A similar behaviour for Pt(111) [50] and Ag(I11) [51] during 
sputtering has been previously reported. ", . 
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between 11 and 17° from normal incidence. 
Immediatelyafter ion bombardment, Cu deposition was started at a r~te of 
R = 0.02 ML/sec. From Fig. 2.7 it is clear that ion bombardment indeed results in 
the two-dimen·sional growth of one monolayer for all ion fluences used." 
The exactishape of the in- and anti-phase curves varies,however, with the ion 
fluence. In order to clarify the origin of this variation we took anti-phase peak 
profiles from surfaces onto which 0.5 ML were deposited after" ion bombardmenL . 
600 
1016 1017 
Ion fluence (ions/m2) 
Figure 2.8: Typical structure sizes after deposition of 0.5 ML Cu ontosurfaces, 
which were treated by ion bombardment, as a function of fluence. The sizes were 
evaluated froin the broadening of anti-phase peak profiles, an exainple of whichis 
shown in the inset. The given error bars represent the error resulting fro~ fitting 
the peak profiles. Deposition was carried out at a rate of R = 0.02 ML/sec.,. 
A typical example is shown in the inset of Fig. 2.8, where the reflected· He 
intensity is plotted versus the moment um transfer parallel to the surface:Fromthe 
ring-like broadening in the peak profiles, the typical length scale of the structures, 
i.e., the mean adatom island separation, was derived as a functio~ of the ion fluence. 
As can be seen from Fig. 2.8, the length scale falls withrising ion fluence until at a 
fluence of Q~ 8* 1016 ions/m2 a saturation in the length scale of ~300A is reached. 
A further increase of the ion fluences by roughly a factor of five does not lead to 
growth of ~ignificant1y sm aller structures on the surface. An efficient enhancement of 
the island density under the chosen growth condition requires, therefore, bombarding 
with an ion fluence of at least Q = 8 * 1016 ions/m2 . Lower,fluences.obviously lead 
to less effective manipulation of nucleation. 
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We now return to the detailed examinatiori" of the curves shownin"Fig. , 2.7, 
, , " ' ",'" ' 15 
starting with the anti-phase curves. For: the two16west fiuences (Q .. 5 * 10 ' and 
Q = 1.4 * 1016 ionsjm2) the sizes of. the structures are considerablylarger than 
the transfer width. This would explain the rather high anti-phase intensity at the 
minimum (0.5 ML coverage), even if growth were perfect 2D. At 1 ML coverage, 
however, the anti-phase intensity for the lowest ion fiuence is lower, than that for 
higher ion fiuences, indicating that the film is rougher than the others." We conclude 
that the island density created by bombarding 'Yith this low ion fiuence is too low 
in order to efficiently suppress nucleation on top, of islands and insure sufficient 
interlayer mass transport. Increasing the ion fiuencele?-ds to smaller structures and 
the anti-phase intensity at 1 ML cove~age incr~ase{'indicating a better, interlayer 
mass transport and a more perfect ~D~'growth; The intensity at the. mil,limum 
(0.5 ML) decreases with ion fitience both due to,the hetter 2D growth and tö the 
decrease in length scale with respect tothe transferwidtll.For the highestiollfiuence 
shown in Fig. 2.7 (Q = 1.5*10~7 tonsjm2), however, the anti-phase inte~sity at both 
0.5 and 1 ML coverage is slightlylower than the intensity for Q = 8 * 1016 ionsjm2 • 
Since this cannot be attributed to a change in length scale, we assume t~?-t some ion 
bombardment induced defects remainin the layer. These defects should be visible 
also in the in-phase intensity. 
When examining the in-phase intensities one notices that, indeed, theintensities 
at one monolayer coverage and beyond decrease with increasing ion fiuence, indi-
cating that the layer contains more defects. As thistrend also holds for the higher 
ion fiuences, which give rise to similar island densitIes; we assurne that these defects 
are not only related to the different morphology :of'the layers, but contain some 
contribution from ion bombardment induced defects;"",Which do not~ anneal even at 
lügher coverage. These defects ~ould eith~r be sm~Ü vacancy islands created·by the 
sputtering or crystal defects underneath,the surfacesuchas implarited neon atoms. 
We conclude that bombardment is best done'with'the minimum ion fiuence with 
which the saturation length scale canb~" obtairi~d;'/This ensures thatthe optimal 
island density is obtained, while minirrÜzing the '~m'Ölirit of residual defects. ' 
Returning to the examinatio~ of a~ti~phase inte~~"ity curves beyon'd one mono-
layer coverage, one notices that not only the absolute' value, but also the slope of 
the decay of the signal varies with ion !luence (or rä,ther with structure size,'as it is 
similar for the two highest fiuences). This indicates th'at there is a difference in mor-
phology of the layers in addition; to th~~~gifferent amount of residual sputter defects. 
Presumably, this has to do witha par~i,aJ "transfer" of the length scale established 
in the first layer, to the second one. As the first mc;m91ayer is not completelyfilled 
upon coalescence, some holes still remain between{the islands. Thedistribution 
of these holes refiects the characteristic length scaleof the first monolayer wlüch 
slightly infiuences the growth oLthe second layer~'J~is so called "memory;' effect 
was also observed for manipulated growtli',of Ag ,on ,'j\g(111) [51]. 
Assuming an ideal instrument and a three-layer-system, the anti-phaseintensity 
for the ion fiuence Q = 8 * 1016 ionsjm2 (removaL of only 0.016 ML),at'l,ML 
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coverage corresponds to a filling of the first layer of 96% (using equation 1.4). This 
result is even better than that obtained by pre-deposition at the lowest temperature. 
: The typical length scale of the structures obtainedwith this ion fluence gives an 
enhancement factor of 16 in the island density, which is larger than that obtained 
bv pre-deposition at low temperatures, in accord with the better growth; 
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Figll:re 2.9: Normalized He anti-phase intensity as a function' of Cu coverageat 
T =300 K and a rate of R = 0.02 ML/sec. During depositionintermittent ion pulses 
wer(given at the initial stages of growth of each layer. The evolution of the anti-
phase He intensity during deposition of the first couple of monolayers is displayed in 
the inset, and compared with the intensity obtained during unmanipulated grow~h. 
Ion bombardment is indicated by arrows in the inset. 
A comparison of the two growth manipulation procedures - 'pulsed"ion -bom-
bardrnent and temperature alternation - is clearly in favour of the pulsedbombard-
ment procedure, which easily allows higher enhancement factors. Another advan-
tage of this procedure is the easy applicability to the growth of many monolayers. 
Fig. 2.9 displays the anti-phase He-intensity during deposition of 50 ML.copper 
(R = 0.02 ML/sec, T = 300 K). Here, an ion pulse was given duringdeposition just 
when growth in a given layer started. In this way th~ island densityis enhanced 
in each layer and the film grows two-dimensionally. The inset in Fig. 2.9 shows in 
detail the first few oscillations and as a comparison the curve which corresponds. to 
unmanipulated growth with the same growth parameters. It canclearly be seen that 
the ~anti-phase intensity upon monolayer completion ishigher for the manipulated 
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growth than for the unmanipulated one evenafterdeposition of a "thick:' ~~m .. ~his 
method therefore enables growth of smooth films many monolayers,thlc~. Sl~Ilar 
results were obtained when bombardment was' carried out using 600 eV argon IOns 
instead of neon as depicted in Fig. 2.10. 
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Figure 2.10: Normalized He anti-phase intensity;'as a function of Cu coverageat 
T = 300 K and a rate of R = 0.02 MLjsec. During deposition, intermittent a~gon 
ion pulses (E = 600 e V) were given at the initial stages of growth of each layer. 
2.5 Oxygen mediated Growth 
It has long been reported in the literature thatthe introduction of foreign substances 
to an epitaxial system can affect the growth mode in hetero- as weIl as homo-epitaxy 
[20, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58J. For example, Sb changes the grow'th mod~ in the 
Agj Ag(111) system from three- to two-dimensional [20J., " .... 
Oue of the substances which is kuown to influence growth ,in noble-metal.and 
other systems is oxygen [56, 57, 58J. Experiments on the growth of:Pt on' Pt(l11) 
[56, 57J show that growth in that system isimproved when oxygeri. is used 'asa 
surfactant. It was also demonstrated thatin the PtjPt(l11)case oxygen floäts 
up to the lüghest uucovered layer as deposition is continued. For growth of Pt on 
Pt(l11) it was shown that oxygen influencesthe growth by reducing the steD:"ede-e 
barrier and tlms facilitating interlayer mass transport [57J. 
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Reports on the influence of O2 on growth of Cu on Cu(111) indicate that ex-
posuretooxygen prior to deposition (pre-exposure) might improve growth in "this 
system also. Dastoor and co-workers [21] observed He intensity,:üscillations during 
Cu deposition on Cu(111) at a narrow temperature rangearound:200 K. " " 
,:, We first ,concentrate on experiments carried out at 300 K, with different oxygen 
pre-exposures between 2 and 110 Langmuir. Under our experimental conditions, 
O2 is reported to chemisorb on Cu(111) dissociatively, forming a disordered layer 
[59, 60]. Desorption does not take place attemperaturesbelow 620 K [59]: The 
oxygenatoms are situated on or within'the topmost copper layer[61, 62]. 
FoIlowing low (2 Langmuir) as weIl as high (110 Langmuir) oxygen ~xposures 
no oscillation in He intensity during deposition of copper could be observed. For. a 
limitedrange of O2 exposures (~ 36 - ~ 72 Langmuir), oscillations as a functionof 
Cu deposition were found. 
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Figure 2.11: Normalized He anti-phase intensity as a function of Cu deposition time 
at T = 300 Konto surfaces which were treated by O2 pre-exposure as iIidicated. 
The initial stages of Cu deposition are shown'in detail in the inset. 
Tli~ main conclusion is that although O2 pre-exposure does lead to smaIloscil-
iatioU:sin the He intensity as a function of deposition, oxygen is nevertheless.quite 
ineffective in promoting growth of smooth two-dimensional films. Fig. 2.11 de-
pictsthe evolution of the S = 2.5 nor'malized anti-phase He reflection duringCu 
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deposition at 300 K following O2 exposures as indicated. The main features of the 
behaviour are a strong decrease in the intensity upon Cu deposition, followed by a 
couple of minute oscillations, sometimes superimposed on a slight gradual intensity 
increase. The period of the oscillations, from the second maximum onward is more 
or less constant and corresponds roughly to monolayer coverage. The best growth 
is achieved after 72 Langmuir exposure. We estimate the oxygen coverage on the 
surface following that exposure to be ab out 5-7% ML from the evaluation of Auger 
Electron Spectroscopy (AES) data following the procedure in ref. [61]. 
O2 exposure was adjusted to obtain He intensity oscillations during Cu deposition 
at 300 K. When both O2 exposure and Cu deposition were carried out at either 200 K 
or 400 K, no oscillations were observed. However, we did observe oscillations during 
Cu deposition at these temperatures when the pre-exposure of oxygen was done at 
300 K. We conclude that the decisive factor is the amount of adsorbed oxygen on 
the surface, which is strongly temperature dependent. 
Two possible principal mechanisms could be responsible for the partially two-
dimensional character of the growth. One is a reduction of the step-edge barrier, 
similar to the case of Pt/Pt(111), the second is a buildup of an increased island 
density on the substrate due to an oxygen-induced restricted mobility [18, 24]. In 
both cases monolayer completion should be followed by the oxygen to float up from 
the lower to the upper layer. 
In order to distinguish between the two mechanisms, we exposed to O2 surfaces 
onto which 0.05 ML Cu had been pre-deposited at a low temperature (100 K), and 
examined the subsequent growth at 300 K. Fig. 2.12 shows the results of two such 
experiments, where the surface was treated by a low (1 Langmuir) as weIl as by 
a lügher (36 Langmuir) O2 exposure. These experiments are identical, apart from 
the O2 exposure, to the experiments carried out to obtain the result in the right 
hand panel in Fig. 2.5, which is presented again in Fig. 2.12 for ease of comparison. 
Had oxygen reduced the step edge barrier, the interlayer mass transport after O2 
exposure would have been much improved due to the combined effect of reduction 
in the length scale formed by pre-deposition, and the reduced barrier. The resulting 
layer would have been flatter than the one obtained without O2 exposure, and the 
He intensity after deposition of a fuIl monolayer would have been higher. Obviously, 
this is not the case. The layers grown after O2 exposure are rougher than the layer 
grown directly on the surface with pre-deposited islands. \\Te conclude that the 
oxygen induced oscillations are not a result of a reduction of the step edge barrier. 
The alternative mechanism involves reduction in the length scale of the islands 
formed Oll thc substrate due to a reduced mobility in the presence of oxygen. Eval-
uation of anti-phase peak profiles at 0.5 ML coverage shows that the length scale of 
islands formed as a result of deposition in the presence on oxygen is indeed smaIler 
than that formed during unmanipulated growth. The estimated mean island sepa-
ration at room temperature is ab out 400 Ä. 
In order to influence the growth of more than one or two monolayers, the oxygen 
has to float up during deposition. The oxygen AES signal from the surface after 
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Figure 2.12: Normalized He anti-phase intensity as a funetion of Cu deposition 
time at T = 300 K. Prior to oxygen exposure and depositio'n at room temperature 
0.05 ML Cu were deposited onto all surfaees at 100 K. Th~ two lower eurves were 
taken from a surfaee whieh were additionally treated by 1 and 36 Langmuir O2 
exposure, as indieated. 
deposition of 15 ML Cu was found indeed to be identieal \vithin the sensitivity of our 
AES to that obtained from the surfaee direetly after O2 exposure. We ean therefore 
exclude major ineorporation of oxygen into the growing film. AES studies of O2 
mediated growth of Cu on Ru(OOOl) reveal a similar floating [58]. 
The two-dimensional aspeet of the growth ean thus be explained by a rest riet ion 
of the mobility of Cu adatoms in the presenee of oxygen ?n the surfaee. This leads 
to an inerease in island density, in a similar mann er to the modus operandi of the 
growth-manipulation teehniques diseussed in the former seetions of thiseilapter. 
A closer look into the details of the deposition eurves reveals that the'interac-
tion of oxygen with copper and the dynamies of growth during' Cu deposition are 
actually far from being simple. To mention some of theuneonventional features: 1) 
, ( ~ , 
Immediately upon Cu deposition, an inerease in the Heinterisity'is observed. The 
time elapsed until reaching the maximum of this inerease is a funetiün' of O2 expo-
sure as demonstrated in the inset of Fig. 2.11. This wasalso observed by Dastoor 
and eo-workers [21]. 2) The period of the first oseillation is smaller than that of 
the subsequent ones. 3) The amplitude of the seeönd' oseillation is lower than that 
of the others. 4) The first maximum is totally missingwhendepositing on surfaces 
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Figure 2.13: a) Normalized He anti-phase intensity as a function of Cu deposition 
time at T = 300 Konto surfaces which were treated by 36 Langmuir O2 exposure. 
The lower curve was taken from a surface onto which 0.05 ML Cu were deposited 
at 100 K prior to O2 exposure. b) Normalized He anti-phase intensity as a function 
of Cu deposition at T = 300 K after 36 Langmuir O2 exposure. Deposition was 
interrupted as indicated by the arrow, and continued after a couple of minutes. 
which were treated by Cu pre-deposition, and O2 exposure (see Fig. 2.12 and Fig. 
2.13a. Most interestingly, interruption of deposition during the first oscillation, and 
continued deposition after a few minutes does not result in the completion of the 
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original interrupted oseillation, but rather in the appearanee of a new, eomplete, 
oseillation, having the "normal" period (see Fig. 2.13b). This effeet does not oeeur 
when oxygen is not present on the surfaee, and 2D growth is indueed by e.g. pulsed 
ion bombardment. 
The general pieture emerging is that nucleation of oxygen containing islands takes 
place upon Cu deposition. This stage is accompanied by the small increase in the 
Re intensity, as the oxygen is no longerfreely distributed on the terrace. Continued 
deposition pro duces a very rough oxygen:..containing layer, within which rearrange-
ment of the oxygen position is possible during the . time scaleof the experiment. 
This stage is accompanied by a strong decrease in Re intensity. Rearrangement pre-
sumably continues during the time needed to'completeone or two oscillaticms, and 
results in the unconventional features occurririg duri~g the first two oscÜlations. On 
the resulting rough surface, mobility of copper adatoms is restricted, and oscillations 
in the Re intensity can be observed. Oscillations persist as theOxygen is able to 
fioat up to the growth front. With increasingdeposition, the initial roughness of the 
surface may be partially smoothed out, and the reflected intensity increases slightly 
m some cases. 
The details of oxygen interaction, andespeCiaIly the dynamics during the initial 
stages of Cu deposition see m to be quitecomplex"and deserve a more thorough 
examination which is beyond the scope of this present work: These questions may 
weIl be better addressed using real-space techniques. 
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Chapter 3 
Heteroepitaxial Growth of Ni on 
Cu(111) 
3.1 Introduction 
One of the important aims of epitaxy is to produce smooth films on a substrate, but 
it is only in few cases, that the deposited material grows in a layer-by-Iayer mode 
by nature. Even in many homoepitaxial systems, e.g. Ag/ Ag(111) or CujCu(111), 
multilayer growth (3D growth) is observed during molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) 
[1, 2], due to growth conditions far from thermal equilibrium. In these systems, 
it is easy to increase the film quality by growth at higher temperatures, when the 
role of growth kinetics becomes less important and the increased mobility on the 
surface leads to a quicker equilibration to a thermodynamic stable configuration, i.e. 
a smooth surface. However, in heteroepitaxy this growth recipe often is counterpro-
ductive. Here the system also equilibrates fast er at higher temperatures, but due to 
different lattice constants and different surface energies of substrate and deposited 
material, the stable configuration in general consists of isolated crystallites [3], or 
even worse, the thermodynamically favoured state is an alloy of both materials. 
In homoepitaxy, the rough growth is due to the high probability that atoms land-
ing on top of islands nucleate to form a higher layer before they can surmount the 
energy barrier at the island edge [4, 5] and fill the lower one. Based on this kinetic 
picture, growth manipulation procedures are aimed at reducing the probability for 
nucleation on top of existing islands. This is done by using two different adatom 
mobilities: during nucleation a lower one than during subsequent growth [7]. In this 
way, an artificially high density of nuclei is formed during the early stage of mono-
layer growth while during subsequent growth the mobility remains high. Adatoms 
landing on top of these small islands prior to coalescence reach the edge of the is-
land much more frequently in comparison to adatoms landing on the large islands 
formed during undisturbed nucleation. Hence, the probability that they surmount 
the step edge barrier and fill the lower layer before nucleating a second layer island 
is increased and layer-by-layer growth can be obtained [6, 7, 8]. 
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These procedures, already successfully applied to the homoepitaxial systems 
Ag/ Ag(111) [6], Cu/Cu(I11) [9] (and schapter 2.4) and partially Pt/Pt(lll) [10,35], 
should also lead to better heteroepitaxial films at low or intermediate temperatures, 
where the multilayer growth of the film is mainly determined by kinetics and a tran-
sition to the undesirable and rough thermodynamically favoured state is hindered. 
In the manipulation experiments in this chapter, we tried.to apply these recipes:to 
the heteroepitaxial system Ni/Cu(111). 
Due to the small misfit of only 2.5%, Ni growth in pseudomorph layers up to 
film thicknesses of 7 ML on Cu(11n 3:nd then relaxes vi!lfo~n:tation of dislocations 
[11, 12, 13]. No stacking faults at the interface could be observed by means of.x-ray 
photoelectron diffraction and LEED [13, 14]. However,growth does not proceed in 
layer-by-layer manner and the films roughen quickly with thickness [15]. Electron 
energy loss spectroscopy experiments show, that during the early stages of growth, 
intermixing of Ni and Cu starts at the interface at temperatures as 10w as 375 K 
while at even lügher temperatures, the Ni film is even covered with a cap-layer of Cu 
[16]. The aim of the growth manipulation experiments in this chapter is to clarify, 
if growth can be improved using the concept of two mobilities at temperatures weIl 
below this intermixing and hence produce Rat films without massive intermixing. 
This chapter is divided into two,major sections.: The first deals with the unma-
nipulated growth of Ni on Cu(l11). The different growth modes are revealed using 
helium atom scattering (TEAS) and the morphology of the films is studied with 
spot profile analysis low energy electron diffraction (SPA-LEED). In the second sec-
tion the concept of two mobilities is used to manipulate the growth mode and the 
morphology of such prepared filmsis compared to the conventionally grown ones. 
3.2 Experimental set-up 
All experiments were carried out in an ultra-high-vacuum1chamber with basepres-
sure of ~ 2 * 10-11 mbar. A 67 meV supersonic He beamwas,used for He scattering 
measurements of a transfer-width of ~ 420 A [9]. The scatteringapparatus was also 
equipped with an Auger electron spectrometer (AES) arid anOmicron SPA-LEED. 
The sample was prepared in-situ;byrepeated cyclesorsputtering with L2.keV 
Ne+ ions aud annealing to 800 K until no contamination could be detectedby 
rneaus of AES and TEAS measurements revealed a 'mean 'terrace width on ,the 
surface of over 1000 A [9]. Thesampletemperature was measured using a Ni-CrNi 
thermocouple inserted into a cavity in the crystal. Nickel 'was evaporated onto the 
sample using a home build electron bombardment evaporator. The high purity Ni 
charge was cleaIled by chemical etching followed by glowing in hydrogen atmosphere 
at 1100 K and was thoroughly degassed in UHV before theexperiments.' During 
deposition, the pressure stayed below 1 * 10-10 mbar.'· No contaminations in the 
deposited films could be found with AES. After each growth experiinent, great care 
was takeu to clean thc substrate from all the deposited material bysputtering before 
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anneaIing to prevent the aggregation of Ni in the substrate. 
3.3: Conventional Growthof NijCu(111) 
First, we determine the scattering conditions for anti-phase and in-phase He scatter-
ing of NLon Cu(l11), from which the step heightean be deduced: A small amount 
of nickel (0.3 ML) was deposited c)fitothe surface at an intermediate temperature 
(250 K):at a rate of R = 0.02 ML/sec. Theso prepared nickel isl~lIids are mostly 
only one' layer high. Then, by chan ging the angle of incidence {) the scattering 
conditions was varied, i.e. a rocking curve was taken. Under anti-phase scattering 
conditioris, the destructive interference of the substrate with the islands leads to a 
stronglfreduced specularly refiected intensity. On the other hand under in:-phase 
conditions, the refiected He-beam is ins~nsiti,::e to the island area leading to a max-
imal signal. Losses in the refiectedintensity are only caused by diffuse scattering 
from defects like step edges or point defects. The inset ofFig. 3.1a displays the 
rocking curve. It clearly shows two maximaand one minimum corresponding to two 
in- and one anti-phase scattering conditions. From thescattering angles under in-
and anti-phase conditions the heightof the nickel-copper stepas seen by TEAS is 
found to be 1.91 ± 0.03A. 
3.3.1 Growth Modes 
To monitor the growth of the film, TEAS is used during deposition of material, 
i.e., deposition curves are taken.Fig:' :3!la and b display. such deposition curves 
of unmanipulated growth at various t~~per~üures· .. Duringdeposition at a rate of 
R = 0.02 ML/sec, the normalized·He.intensity und er anti-phase diffraction condi-
tions (5 = 2.5) was recorded as a function of deposition time. At temperatures 
below 250 K (see Fig. 3.1a), the .intensity fallsmonotonicaJly during deposition, 
indicative of multilayer growth. At these Jowtemperatures,interlayer mass trans-
port is obviously inefficient. For growthtemperatures'b~tween 250,K and 350 K, a 
sIngle oscillation is observed followed again by a monotc)fious:aecay .. The first layer 
grows in an imperfect two-dimensional manner. However, subsequent layers grow 
in a multilayer mode as indicated bythe slow decay. With rising temperature, the 
oscillation becomes more pronounced' and the following decay slower indicating that 
growth is smoother. Growth at these intermediate temperatures resultsin signifi-
cantly,smoother films compared to growth at Iow temperatures .. Nevertheless, thc 
films are still becoming rough as can be seen by the low refiected intensity after more 
than onemonolayer deposition. For temperatures above 375 K(sec Fig. 3.1b), sev-
eral deca,Jing oscillations are observed: The (amplitude of the oscillations, however, 
is smafl and the overall intensity remains rather high duringgrowth .. This behaviour 
may beexplained by parts of thesufface, i.e.:the smallerterraces, growing in the 
step-fiow mode. On the larger terraces; ~ucleation;growth and coalescence ofislands 
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Figure 3.1: Evolution of the normalized specular He intensity under anti-phase con-
ditions (5 = 2.5) during deposition ofNi onto CU(111) at a rate of R = 0.02 ML/sec. 
a): substrate temperatures varied between 125 and 350 K in 25 K steps b): sub-
strate temperature varicd between 225 and 425 K in 50 K steps. The inset displays 
tbc He intensity as a function of the angle of incidence reflected from a surface onto 
wh ich 0.3 ML of Ni has been deposited at 250 K. Maxima correspond to in-phase 
and minima to anti-phase scattering conditions. 
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is taking plaee, resulting in the oscillations, but detailed features like the amplitude 
of the first oseillation and the slight variation of the frequeney of the oseillations are 
not explained by this. Especially the faet that at 375 K a higher refleetivity than 
at 425 K at 1 ML eoverage is observed, i.e. the film grown at a lower temperature 
is flatter, eontradiets usual growth meehanisms. From other experiments, massive 
intermixing is known to start at these high temperatures [16] leading to eomplex 
intermixing kineties whieh most likely influenees growth substantially. The several, 
weak oseillations at high temperatures might also be due to the Cu-eap layer float-
ing on the growing Ni film at this high temperatures. The Cu layer might aet as 
a natural surfaetant leading to an imperfeet layer-by-Iayer growth. For a detailed 
study of the proeesses going on at this high temperatures areal spaee method is 
more appropriate. We therefore foeus on the simpler growth situation below 375 K. 
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Figure 3.2: Arrhenius plot of the mean island density at 0.3 l\IL eoverage as a 
function of temperature for Ni islands grown on Cu(111) by eonventional growth 
(eircles) and by ion assisted deposition (square). Deposition was earried out at a 
rate of R = 0.02 MLjsee. 
To gain insight into the initial proeesses of film growth, the island density as 
a function of temperature was measured. In the experiments, 0.3 ML Ni were 
deposited with a rate of 0.02MLjsee at a temperature between 135 and 260 K 
followed by eooling to ;::::: 120 K to suppress furt her diffusion. Anti-phase peak 
profiles, taken at that temperature, displayed a broadening due to the islands on 
the surfaee. Aeeording to the method deseribed in [19, 20] the resulting average 
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island-densities were estimated from a fit to the broadened peak profiles. Fig. 3.2 
displays an Arrhenius plot of the island number density. With rising temperature 
a decrease in the island number density is observed, as expected from the classical 
nucleation theory [21, 22]. The island density n is given by n cx: exp (~ft~~T ), where 
i is the size of the critical nucleus, Ed the adatom diffusion energy on the terrace, 
Ei the binding energy of the critical nucleus, k the Boltzmann factor and T the 
temperature. Obviously, the data can be weIl fitted with a straight line. There 
are no signs for a change in the size of the critical nucleus in the temperature range 
studied. Supposing the dimer to be stable (i = 1), the linear fit to the curve gives an 
adatom diffusion energy for Ni on Cu(l11) of Ed = 79±18 meV. This is in reasonably 
good agreement with EMT calculations for this system of Ed = 52 meV [23] and 
also explains the roughly five times higher island densities observed in this system 
compared to results of similar experiments for the homoepitaxial systems of Cu(111) 
(Ed = 30~~omeV [9], see Fig. 2.4 on page 32) and Ag(l11) (Ed = 51 ± 24meV [8]). 
There are reasonable arguments that the opposite assumption, that the Ni dimer 
is not stable in the temperature range studied, is unlikely to be true. First, EMT 
calculations [24] estimate the binding energies of Ni dimers and Pt dimers on their 
(111) surface to be of similar size and the Pt dimer is found to be stable up to 
~245 K [25]. The small misfit between Ni and Cu should not change the situation 
dramaticaIly, since a Ni dimer on the Cu surface most likely relaxes towards its 
bulk lattice spacing. Secondly, when i = 2 and a reasonable bin ding energy for the 
dimer are chosen (e.g. from EMT calculations [24]), the obtained diffusion barrier 
is only a fraction of the EMT value as weIl as the experimental values for similar 
homoepitaxial systems, which would imply faster diffusion and hence a much lower 
absolute island number density rather than the observed higher one. 
3.3.2 Morphology 
SPA-LEED offers with its resolution and short data acquisition times an elegant 
way to study the morphology of films in reciprocal space. Similar to TEAS, the 
scattering conditions (here the electron energy) for in and anti-phase have to be 
found. It is not straight forward to extract the scattering phase from the intensity as 
a function of the electron energy. However, the width of the specular spot contains 
information about the scattering phase in a simple way. At in-phase scattering 
conditions, the spot is sharp while at anti-phase scattering conditions, the specular 
peak is of maximal width. This also offers a simple method to determine the step 
height of the film. Provided that the energy-dependent phase shift between the 
deposit and the substrate is slmvly varying compared to the phase shift caused by 
the interlayer distance, the step height can be determined [26]. 
Fig. 3.3 shows LEED peak profiles of the specular spot of surfaces onto which 
1 ML of Ni were deposited at 140 K followed by a quench to 100 K. As already 
deducecl from the TEAS measurements of the island density, the structures are 
small at these low temperatures and as a consequence the effect on the variation of 
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Figure 3.4: Scattering Phase S versus the square root of the incident electron energy 
determined from the broadening of peak profiles of 1 ML Ni deposited at 140 K. 
In-phase scattering conditions (squares) have been determined from sharp specular 
peaks and anti-phase (cirdes) from the flipping of the facet reflexes. 
the interaction of He with the substrate and the film does not differ significantly as 
theoretical calculations predict [27] and that the differences in the energy dependent 
phase shift between electrons scattered from a Ni and a Cu atom is negligible in the 
energy range studied. 
However, the experimental findings are not in good agreement with simple elas-
ticity theory which predicts a 1.4% contraction of the interlayer distance when the 
Ni lattice is stretched in the (111) plane to the Cu lattice spacing under elastic defor-
mation [28]. This results in a step height of 2.00A. The measured interlayer distance 
is significantly smaller, showing the limited applicability of elastic bulk properties 
to ultra thin Ni films. 
Having determined the step height and the scattering phase S as a function of 
the electron energy, we return to the study of the morphology of the films deposited 
at low temperatures. From the fact, that the observed diffraction pattern displays 
a threefold symmetry with three facet peaks under diffraction conditions dose to 
anti-phase diffraction (Fig. 3.3d, b), one can directly deduce that the islands grown 
at this low temperatures show a threefold symmetry, i.e., are of triangular shape or 
are built up of smaller triangular parts, and that a certain facet slope is selected 
during growth of the islands. However, the facet peaks are very broad (FWHM ~ 
10% SBZ) indicating, that the facets are very small, irregular or that a distribution 
of facets \vith slightly varying orientation is present. This finding agrees with the 
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strong damping of the He intensity observed during growth, which is characteristic 
for a rough growth mode and small structures. The positions of the eentre of the 
facet spots in k-space were surveyed as a function of electron wave number, i.e., a 
map of the facet rods in reciproeal space was made and is shown in Fig. 3:5. The 
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Figure 3.5: Reciprocal space mapping of the facet reflexes of 1 ML Ni deposited at 
140 K (cireles) and of a {445} facet (solid line). 
measured positions (circles) are best fit with faeets of a tilt angle of 6.0°, which is 
elose to a {445}-facet. Since the facet spots are rather wide, it is questionable to 
talk about weIl ordered facets on the surface. Nevertheless, there is a preferential 
slope of the multilayer islands of 6° and from the direction of the movement of the 
facet peaks with energy, one can conelude that mainly {IOD} step edges are present 
on the surface. The other possible elosed packed step edge, i.e., the {111} step edge, 
is not observed in the diffraction pattern. 
First, we foeus on the speeific slope of the three-dimensional islands. The same 
slope of the facets have also been observed for films of 3 and 6 ML thiekness within 
the uncertainty due to the rat her diffuse peaks. In addition, for thicker films, the 
facet peaks become increasingly smeared out. It is unlikely that at such low cov-
erages as 1 ML al ready mechanisms like slope selection or kinetie roughening are 
responsible for the specifie slope observed. It is more 1ike1y that the lack of interlayer 
mass transport in eombination with a typical island separation is the reasonfor the 
typical slope, which also explains the gradual 10ss of the preferred slope when eov-
erage is inereased. A simple estimation, using geometrie arguments, illustrates this. 
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When choosing an elevated growth temperature above"375 K, considerableinter-
mixing sets in, but as already deduced from the deposition curves of Fig. 3;lb,"the 
reHectivity remains high during growth, i.e., the film grows two-dimensionally. In 
accord to this, the anti-phase spot of 2 ML Ni deposited at 440 K is with a FWHM 
of 1.3% SBZ rather sharp and featureless, indicating a Hat film (see Fig. 3.7a). This 
situation changes when the thickness is larger than 7, ML and dislocations build 
up to relax the film tension [12, 13]. Fig. 3.7b shows the (OO)-spot of ~ 8.ML,Ni 
deposited at 440 K. The peak has a threefold symmetry and is with 13% SBZex-
tremely wide. Surprisingly, the width and shape does not:depend on thescattering 
phase S as expected from a rough layer. When varying Sin a range öf:S'= 3 "":-4, 
no major changes in the shape of the spot profile are detectable. This:hleans,that 
whatever is responsible for the widening of the peak, itiscertainly not related to 
the elementary step height of the system or a height in the"same order ofrriagnitude. 
This widening is more likely caused by a mosaic structure or distoitions "dueto.the 
dislocations in the film. 
3.4 Growth Manipulation in Ni/Cu(111) 
Similar to the growth manipulation experiments for CujCu(l11) of chapter2.4, we 
also use the concept of two mobilities to enhance interlayer mass transport during 
heteroepitaxial growth of Ni on the same surface and by this achieve layer-by-layer 
growth. Provided tlmt the film morphology is mainly determined by:kinetics,' also in 
this heteroepitaxial system the kinetic growth recipes should lead to Hatter films: In 
the following, the mobility of the Ni adatoms during nucleation is reduced by three 
different methods and an artificially high density of nuclei is created. Then, growth 
is continued with a second and higher mobility. So, in~tead of fe; "larger islands, 
many small islands grow on the surface. Ni adatoms la~(Ü~g on top5(these small 
islands reach the edge of the island much more frequently and hence, the:'probability 
that they surmount the step edge barrier and fill the lower layer bef6r~ nucleating 
a second layer island is increased. 
3.4.1 Growth Manipulation via Temperature Alternation 
As described in the previous section, also for Ni on Cu(l11) the island density in-
creases exponentially when deposition temperature is lowered and by this offers a 
simple way to artificially increase the island number density. Analogous to such ex-
periments in the homoepitaxial system Agj Ag(111) [6] and CujCu(111) (see chapter 
2.4.1), a significant improvement in interlayer mass transport resulting in layer-by-
layer growth should be obtained, when performing the nucleation of islands at lower 
temperatures followed by deposition at higher temperatures for the rest of monolayer 
growth. 
To test this procedure, first just enough material was brought onto the surface to 
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}aeeo~plish:the stage of nucleation, i.e. 0.1 ML, at low temperatures ranging froin 
ao to 220,K:;Then,~:the deposition was eontinued at higher temperatures between 
,200 and,300K.Presuming that the nucleisurvive the heating to the seeond temper-
ature, the artifieially raised island number, density on the surfaee should result in an 
, improvedinterlayer'mass transport. 'Howev.er, none of the various deposition eurves 
showedasstrong oseillations as in the eäse of Agj Ag(l11) or CujCu(111). No clear 
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Figure3:8:;Evplution of the normalized anti-phase He intensitiesduring deposition 
of Ni atT= 245 Konto Cu(111) surfaees,' whieh were treated by pre-deposition of 
0.1 ML Ni atJ35K':(solid line) and for eomparison during unmanipulated growth at 
T = 245 K (dotted lill{~).Deposition was earried out at a rate of R = 0.02 MLjsec. 
"The inset displays the, in-phase S =2 intensity during annealing of 0.3 ML Ni, 
; deposited auto Cu(111)at 125 K, as a function of substrate:'temper?-,ture:. 
improvement oLthe~ growth eould be obtained. Un the eomrary, as cau ue ~t::t::ll 111 
Fig. '3.8;thenoiinalized anti-phase He inten~ity refleeted from thesurfaee after the 
seeond stag~ of growth may even be lower than during natural growth, indi,eating 
that the film might even be rougher. Since lowering the temperature does increa'se 
'the isl;iid number:density also in the case of Ni on Cu(111), this discrepancy earlilOt 
be due to{the· riilCleiüidnbut musf b~;due to an unusuaLannealing behaviour of 
,the N 1 :isl~nQ~'. cf'ea'ted,' at ,low tem perat u'res 'cluring' hea ting' to the 'second and, higher 
. growth, t~mp~rature. Tostudy this amie3Jing behaviour, the'spe'cularly refleeted in-
"phase;{~t'e~sity:(S '"'2)ofO.3 ML Ni on Cu(l11), deposited at 125)K, waS recorded 
'durüig -heatini',The in-phase intensity isinsensitiv,e~oJpe'layer distribution and 
is only determiried,by _the density of stepsan~ point defects .. Surprisingly, as can 
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initially the spot narrows a bit, but still shows facet spots of threefold symmetry 
(see Fig. 3.9b). This may be explained by a slight smoothing of the rather ragged 
islands reducing the scattering from the specular spot. When the temperature is 
furt her increased, the facet spots suddenly disappear at ~ 265 K and leave a circu-
lar ring behind, as displayed in Fig. 3.9c. Also the threefold symmetry disappears. 
Here, obviously, the predominance of the {IOD} step edges is lost and the islands 
begin to anneal to an equilibrium shape. The ring reflects the isotropic distribution 
of islands with a typical island separation set during nucleation. Further heating 
results in a rapid collapse of the ring diameter and the appearance of a background 
around the spot of clearly sixfold symmetry (see Fig. 3.9d and e). The islands now 
have sixfold symmetry and two-dimensional Ostwald ripening begins. Hence, the 
SPA-LEED profiles during annealing show a similar annealing behaviour as that of 
Cu islands on Cu(ll1). First, diffusion along the island edge sets in resulting in a 
change of the island shape and in a second step the evaporation of atoms from the 
step edge onto the terrace is activated, leading to two-dimensional Ostwald ripen-
ing. The apparent discrepancy between the results of LEED and TEAS can easily 
be lifted. It seems that during the annealing of the islands, point defects are created. 
Especially at higher temperatures, the rearrangement of atoms on the surface can 
lead to intermixing and upward diffusion of Cu, driven by the lower surface free 
energy of Cu. These defects do not show up in the LEED data, but may cause 
strong diffuse scattering in the TEAS measurements and mayaiso act as nucleation 
centers in the second layer, such tlmt growth, continued on annealed films results 
in multilayer growth instead of layer-by-layer growth. Therefore, in the case of Ni 
on Cu(111), the lower surface free energy of Cu leads to complications that prevent 
the successful application of temperature variation to obtain layer-by-layer growth. 
During heating to the second growth temperature, which typically takes several min-
utes, the surface is left to evolve towards thermal equilibrium by intermixing and 
the purely kinetic method of two mobility must fail. 
Since the threefold symmetry is lost and a sixfold symmetry is achieved during 
annealing already at temperatures around 275 K, edge diffusion at these tempera-
tures is sufficiently quick to allm,v the triangular islands to transform into hexagonal 
ones and the equilibrium shape of the islands is approached. Hence, also the sixfold 
symmetry of the (00) spot after growth at 300 K is most likely due to this equilibra-
tion of the island shape by diffusion along the step edges and not necessarily due to 
the growth speed of both types of steps being equal at that temperature. Obviously, 
the heteroepitaxial system of Ni/Cu(1l1) behaves differently from the homoepitax-
ial case of Pt(ll1), where at intermediate temperatures also hexagonal islands are 
observed but due to a different reason. In the case of Pt, a crossover of the growth , 
speeds of the two step types occurs. Efficient diffusion for the equilibration of the 
island shape only sets in at substantially higher temperatures [29]. 
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3.4.2,,· Growth Manipulation viR Rate Variation 
A second'way'to increa'se the isl~nd nuriIber density 9hring nuCleation is to perforin 
nucleation at a higher deposition rate than the subsequent growth, but the island 
number density onlyslowly varies with the deposition rate n Oe Ri /(i+2) as has been 
derived by Venables [21,22]. Hence,'a rat her large difference.in deposition ra~es is 
required to achieve reasonably high enhancement factors for the island density~ ~ith 
our conve~tional electron bombarciment evaporator, rate variations over two deca,q.es 
. . ..' , : .• "' .• ' . I ':> 
were possible, but did not lead to significantly betterfilm,s. To achieve a very high 
flux during nucleation, a special evaporator was b~i1~co~~isting of thin high pu'rity 
Ni wires Zvhich were ~horoughiy degassed ir:{UHV. Bydischarginp; a larp;e capacitor 
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Figure 3.10: Normalized anti-phase He intensity during deposition of Ni at 300 K 
onto a surface, which was tre'ated by pre-depositionat ahigh rate (solid line) and 
for comparison without pre-deposition (dotted line). 
over one of the wires, it is instantaneously evaporated in ani explosion resulting in 
a high deposition rate. The mass of the wires were'chosen 'so that only less than 
0.05ML is deposited onto the sampie by the explosion. After nucleation of islands 
in this way, the electron bombardment evaporator is used to continue growth. As 
can be seen in Fig. 3.10, which depicts the reflected anti-phase He intensity during 
such a growth experiment at 300 K, a stronger oscillation and ahigher reflectivity 
at monolayer completion is achieved when rate modulation is used (solid line) in 
comparison to the unmanipulated growth (dotted line) , i.e. growth manipulation 
by a large rate variation does promote layer-by-Iayer growth and results in smoother 
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films. In contrast to temperaturevariation, here intermixing is limited since growth 
is continued only a few seconds after nucleatio.n preven~ing strong upwards diffusion 
ofCu. 
This very cheap and simple methüd of exploding wires has the obvious disad-
vantage that for each manipulation a new wire is needed. A more elegant way to 
modulate the deposition rate over many orders of magnitude offers the use of pulsed 
laser deposition for nuc1eation accompanied by conventional MBE for the growth 
of the rest of the monolayer. Here, the differences in rates may even be higher and 
hence, even better layer-by':'layer growth II}ay be achieved. 
3.4.3 ' Growth Manipulation via Ion Beam Pulses 
As a third',way of creating an artificia11y high density of nuc1ei, bombardment of 
the surface with ions prior to deposition orduring the early stage of the growth of 
each monolayer was used. Besides vacancies or vacancy islands in the topmost laycr, 
adatoms are created by this on the topmost layer due to displacement of atoms by 
collisions or upward diffusion of interstitials created by co11ision cascades in the bulk 
[8, 32, 33, 34, 35]. These often 'form one or several adatom islands c10se to the 
impact site which then may serve as artificial nuc1eation centres during growth of 
the Ni ,film. 
In aseries of growth experiments at a substrate temperature of 300 K, freshly 
prepared surfaces were bombarded with a fiuence between 0.8 and 8.2 *1017 ionsjm2 
of 1.2 keV Ne+ -ions corresponding to a sputtering of 0.015 to 0.16 ML [9]. Imme-
diately after ion bombardment, Ni dep~siti~riwas started at a rate of 0.02 MLjsec. 
The normalized:anti-phase He':'intensities recorded during manipulated and unma-
nipulated'growth forcomparisonare ~hownill Fig.3.l1a. It can c1early be seen tImt 
ion bombardment at a11 used'fiuences leads to a stronger osci11ation and a higher 
refiectivity around 1 ML coverage co"m'r:iared to the unmanipulated case. This in-
dicates a ,smoother growth'ofthe film,and a higher degree of filling of the first 
monolayer. Nevertheless, strong differences show upwhen varying the fiuence. For 
the lowest fiuence, the oscilhltion is enh1:tllced only weakly. When thc fiuence is 
raised, the oscillation beco~es stronger. For the highest fiuence, though, the maxi-
mumintensit,y·near layerc6mpletion is not'the highest but somewhat lower, which 
is most likelydueto the surface structure after sputtering with such a high fiuence. 
Since at the chosen substrate temperature sputtering does not lead to layer-by-Iayer 
but multilayer removal, a high ion fiuetice results in a surface structure with scveral 
open layers.' Especia11y the created, vacancies or vacancy islands can no longer be 
neglected. ,These vacancies are only filled by direct deposition of atoms and not 
by downward diffusion of adatoms fromthe,first layer; since the material deposited 
on the firstlaver is immediately captured due to the high density of nuc1ei. This 
resultsjn a lo~er refiectivity:during growtli:' The best results are obtained for thc 
intermediate ion fiuence of 4*1017ionsjm2 corresponding to a sputtering of 0.08 ML. 
Also for doses between,,0.8 and 8.2 *1017 ionsjm2 anti-phase peak profiles wcre 
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Figure 3.11: Normalized anti-phase (a) and in-phase (b) He intensities during de-
position of Ni at 300 Konto surfaces which were treated by ion bombardment with 
ftuences as indicated. Deposition was carried out at a rate of R = 0;02 ML/sec. 
taken after deposition of 0.5 ML of Ni at 300 K to estimate the island density. Within 
the error of measurement, they display the same island density as depicted by the 
square in Fig. 3.2. This island density was also observed for equivalent experiments 
in the homoepitaxial system of Cu/Cu(111) with doses above 8*1016 ions/m2 [9], 
where the island density created by sputtering saturates (see Fig. 2.8 on page 37). It 
is not clear, why in the case of Ni/Cu(111) a dose of 4*1017 ions/m2 leads to better 
results than a lower dose of 8*1016 ions/m2 , although the island density observed at 
half monolayer coverage is the same. It seems, thatin the heteroepitaxial case the 
enhancement in the island density is not the only parameter that determines the 
film quality. 
To gain information about the density of defects during manipulated growth, 
also in-phase growth curves were taken as shown in Fig. 3.11b. Growth onsurfaces 
pre-sputtered with a fluence of 4*1017 ions/m2 show in the first stage of growth a 
lower reflectivity. This is expected and is due to the higher step density on such 
surface due to the enhanced island density. However, at one monolayer coverage 
and beyond, the intensity reflected from manipulated films is significantly higher 
than that of the unmanipulated. Obviously at high er coverages, the defects created 
by sputtering are insignificant in comparison to the step density evolving during 
the imperfect natural growth. Not only the layer distribution is better for the 
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manipulated filmsbut also the defect density is lower. 
('. Si.milar experiments at different substrate temperatures alsorevealed strong os-
cIllatlOns and good layer-by.clayer' growthafter soft sputtering,' even at low temper-
atures where no,oscillations were observed during unmanipulated growth (see Fig. 
3.12). . 
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Figure 3.12: Normalized anti::phase He intensities,during manipulated (solid) anel 
unmanipulated (dotted) growth of Ni at temperatures as indicated., For manipulated 
growth,. surfaces were treated. by ion bombardment with a fluences of Q = 8 * 
1016 ions/m2 prior to deposition at a rate ofR = 0.02 ML/sec. 
. However, the better surface of the films might be tradecl for a slightly roughened 
film-substrate interface. The nuclei created by sputtering consist of Cu and not of Ni 
• atoms and also some vacancies inthe substrate Cu layer are createcl. Thus, growth 
on pre-sputterecl surfacesmight cause arougher interface between the substrate 
and the film; but this roughness is rather small. since the dose used corresponcls 
to sputtering of only 0.08ML (see chapter2.4.2) .. To grow equally smooth films 
in unmanipulated growth, temperatureswell·above 375 K areneeded [11], at which 
strong intennixing and evenanup-sweep ofa complete Cucap-layer may occur [16]. 
Presumably, thesecliffusion processes will lead to an even rougher interface between 
: film and substrate .. 
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Besides the fact, that pre-sputtering leadsto smoother film surfaces, one can 
leam from the enhanced amplitude of the growth oscillation that the Cu nuclei in 
the first layer do not give rise to preferential nucleation in the second layer. The Ni 
adatoms landing on top of the growing Ni islands with a Cu nucleus in the center are 
not trapped at the contact line between the Cu and Ni, but are efficiently diffusing 
over the step edge to fill the first layer. 
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Figure 3.13: Normalized anti-phase He intensity during deposition of Ni at 300 K. 
Sputter pulses of 4*1017 ions/m2 were given before deposition and at times indicated 
by arrows in the graph. 
Growth manipulation by ion bombardment was also used to grow several lay-
ers in layer-by-layer fashion. Before deposition and during deposition at maxima 
of the refiected anti-phase He intensity, i.e., at layer completion, ion pulses of 
4*1017 ions/m2 were given. As can be seen in Fig. 3.13, this leads to clear os-
cillations, In this way the island densityis enhanced in each new layer and the film 
grows two-dimensionally. Compared to the unmanipulated growth at that temper-
ature, the film has a better filling of the lower layers, as can be concluded from the 
lügher anti-phase intensity upon monolayer completion. The unmanipulated film 
grows in a multilayer mode which leads to many open layers even in thin films. 
Similar results are obtained for all growth temperatures tested, between 250 and 
350 K. 
Anti-phase SPA-LEED profiles of the (OO)-spots taken from films grown with 
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the aid of sputter pulses showed no sixfold star-like pattern, but a round and sharp 
peak as expected from a flat film. With a F\iVHM of the (00) spot of only 1.4% SBZ 
manipulated films of the thickness of 2 ML were of much higher quality compared 
to the on es naturaIly grown, which displaya FWHM of 2.5% SBZ. A similar film 
flatness could be achieved by unmanipulated growth only when the temperature is 
chosen weIl above the intermixing temperature, e.g., natural growth of a 2 ML Ni 
film at 440 K results in a FWHM of the (00) spot of 1.3% SBZ. One should not 
forget, though, that these films are covered with a Cu cup-layer and that due to the 
up-sweep of Cu the interface between Ni and Cu is most likely neither sharp nor 
flat. 
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Figure 3.14: Normalized He anti-phase intellsity as a function of Ni deposition time 
at T = 300 Konto a surface which was treated by O2 pre-exposure of 18 Langmuir. 
Besides natural and manipulated growth ofNi on Cu(111) we also tried to change 
the growth mode by using oxygen as a surfactant. In the best results two-dimensional 
growth was obtained for the first layer (see Fig. 3.14). After tImt, the surface of the 
film roughens very quickly. In no cases, the films were as smooth as those obtained 
with growth manipulation (rate variation and pulsed ion beam assisted growth). The 
use of oxygen as a surfactant is by far inferior to the kinetic growth manipulation 
methods and only leads to reasonably good results for the first monolayer and hence 
is of no practical use. 
As a conclusion it can be said that Ni on Cu(111) grows three-dimensionally 
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rough below the intermixing temperature and that growth manipulation by the 
concept of two mobilities does overcome this and leads to layer-by-layer growth below 
this temperature. The layer filling obtained by these methods is much better than 
that by conventional growth, resulting in Ratter surfaces. Also the defect density on 
the surface is lower. A comparison between pulsed ion beam assisted deposition at 
intermediate temperatures and unmanipulated growth at elevated temperatures is 
in clear favour of the first one, although some interface roughening may be caused 
by the sputtering. Further, it has been demonstrated that the use of a second 
evaporator, which performs nucleation in a pulse of very high deposition rate, also 
prornotes layer-by-layer growth. In principle, an even higher rate during nucleation 
should lead to similarly good results as pulsed ion beam assisted deposition, but 
without the side effects of interface roughening and intermixing, making this recipe 
to the method of choice in heteroepitaxial growth manipulation. 
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Chapter 4 
Heteroepitaxial Growth of Si on 
Ge(lOO) 
4.1 Introduction 
In the last decade, silicon-germanium heterostructures have received much attention. 
These heterostructures aHow the creation of an entirely new class of materials based 
on modulated band-gap engineering and modification of the band properties due to 
strain. For technical applications of these heterostructures, fiat stacks of layers with 
chemicaHy sharp interfaces are desirable [1, 2]. A lot of effort has been put in finding 
the best deposition method and parameters and even the use of different surfactants 
to achieve that goal [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. It is weU established that the growth mode 
of Ge films on Si surfaces is of the Stranski-Krastanov type, i.e., that after the 
formation of a coherent pseudomorphic film with a thickness of a few monolayers 
3D cluster formation takes place [5, 10]. Interestingly, the growth of Ge on Si has 
been studied in great detail - especiaHy with STM [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15], whereas 
the growth of Si on Ge has received much less attention. This is remarkable because 
both interfaces are of equal importance in Si/Ge superlattices. In this chapter, 
we address only one of the two occurring growth situations during production of 
Ge/Si superlattices, namely the growth of Si on Ge(lOO). Besides the general kinetic 
problems to grow fiat films and the problems due to the large misfit of 4.2% between 
Si and Ge, the trend of intermixing of the two materials additionally complicates the 
production of the desired films in this configuration, making it a more challenging 
task. From x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) it is known that segregation of 
Ge to the growth front sets in around 525 K and becomes substantial (20% of the 
surface atoms) around 730 K [16]. The growth of Si on Ge(lOO) is studied from 
submonolayer coverages up to films as thick as 10 ML. From the growth kinetics 
observed at low coverages, a method is derived to grow fiat films at low temperatures 
to limit interdiffusion. 
The experiments were carried out in an URV chamber with a base press ure 
belm,v 1 x lO-lOmbar. The Ge(lOO) samples were clearwd ex-situ using ultra clean 
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4.2. DIMERS AND CLUSTERS 85 
Similar clusters of C dimers have also very recently been seen in the homoepi-
taxial system of Si [31]. However, the ce clusters of Si dimers on Ge(100) are 
metastable at room temperature and eventually collapse into epitaxially oriented 
islands. To clarify, in how far the collapse is thermally activated or tip assisted, 
we carried out simple annealing experiments. First, 0.02 ML of Si was deposited 
at room temperature and STM scans were taken, showing a high density of ce 
clusters. In a second step, the sampie was heated to 350 K outside the STM for 5 
minutes and then was directly reinserted into the cold STM. After this short and 
mild annealing, practically no ce structures could be found on the surface anymore 
(for the population of C dimers before and after annealing, see Fig. 4.5). Similarly, 
after deposition of 0.02 ML of Si on a sampie at 350 K, ce clusters were absent 
on the surface. These observations clearly proof the thermal instability of the ce 
clusters. In addition, also the kinetic barrier for the collapse can be estimated from 
these observations. Obviously, 5 min annealing at 350 K leads to at least one ther-
mally activated jump per C dimer. On the other hand, from many STM movies, 
an upper limit of ~ 10-5 Hz for the jump frequency at 300 K can be obtained (less 
than ~5% of the ce clusters decay in two hours of observation). These upper and 
lower bounds of the jump frequency allow us to estimate the activation energy Ec 
for the rate limiting diffusion step of the ce cluster collapse as a function of the 
attempt frequency vo. Since the two limiting lines for Ec defined by the bounding 
jump frequencies cross when Vo is varied, it can be concluded, that Vo has to be 
larger than ~ 1011 Hz and E c larger than 0.95 eV, allowing an error of lOK for the 
annealing temperature. For a typical value of Vo of ~ 1012.8±1.3 Hz, as has been 
observed for Si dimer diffusion on Si [23], Ec can be quantified to be 1.1±0.1 eV. 
To explain the high concentration of the ce clusters (34% of the deposited mate-
rial) one has to consider the kinetics of the formation of such structures. Presuming, 
that two adatoms on neighboring rows diffuse along the rows by hopping from NI 
position to M position [33] they eventually meet to form a C dimer. If no more 
adatoms arrive, the C dimer will transform into a stable D dimer or an AlB dimer. 
However, when additional adatoms diffuse along one of the two adjacent substrate 
dimer rows, it might be trapped in aprecursor state one hop away from the C dimer 
[31], lowering the total energy of the three adatom system and hence stabilizing the 
system. The addition of a fourth adatom then leads to the formation of a ee cluster. 
Due to their large population on the surface, the ce clusters play an important rol<' 
in binding the deposited atoms and in nucleation during growth of Si on Ge(100). At 
elevated temperatures, where the ec clusters become unstable on the time scale sd 
by the deposition rate, they may contribute much to the nucleation and formation 
of Si islands. Besides direct diffusion of adatoms or dimers across dimer rows, the 
collapse of the ce clusters also leads to so me additional diffusion of material across 
rows direction promoting the growth of weIl ordered and closed films. In contrast to 
Si/Si(100) [30], no diluted dimer rows have been observed in our case. This suggests 
that either diluted dimer rows on Ge(lOO) are not stable at room temperature or 
that they are not formed since the state leading to the formation of thc ee strueture 
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is, due to the different strain field of Si on Ge(lOO) the state of lowest energy. 
In addition to the decay of a CC cluster, the movie in Fig. 4.8 reveals also 
other information about typical elementary diffusion processes at room tempera-
ture. The dimer A/Bb is not static during the scans. It is moving or deforming 
during the relatively short period of time that it is scanned by the tip, resulting 
in a ragged appearance. On the other hand, the position of the dimer varies only 
slightly from scan to scan, although the time between scans is 400 times as long as 
the time between two scanlines (0.4 sec/scanline). Therefore, the observed changes 
in the AlB dimer are hardly due to thermal diffusion along the dimer row. The 
behavior can be explained by either a tip induced diffusion or rotation of the dimer, 
or a thermal rotation of the dimer between epitaxial orientation (type B) and non 
epitaxial orientation (type A) as has been observed for Si dimers on Si(lOO) on the 
time scale of seconds to minutes at room temperature [29, 30, 23, 33]. Following the 
general trend, that the kinetic processes on Ge(lOO) have a slightly lower barrier, 
it might weIl be that the observed ragged appearance is due to a thermal activated 
rotation. In addition to the ragged appearance of the AlB dimer, on Ion ger time 
scales we observe diffusion of such dimers over larger distances along the substrate 
dimer rows. An example is marked by arrows in Fig. 4.ge-h. However, from many 
STM movies it seems that more diffusion events along dimer rows take place, when 
the fast scanning direction is chosen along the dimer rows. It seems that the diffu-
sion is mostly not thermally activated but tip induced even at moderate tunneling 
conditions. Hence, we cannot extract an activation energy for this type of diffusion 
from our experiments. 
Besides dis placements of AlB dimers along the underlying Ge dimer rows also 
diffusion of dimers across substrate dimer rows has been observed. This diffusion 
process can be split into two steps. As can be seen in Fig. 4.8c-e, the dimer AlBa 
first diffuses along the substrate dimer row and then falls in between the rows to 
finally become a D type dimer. In other movies it has been observed that a D dimer 
hops up from between two dimer rows onto a row and then starts to diffuse along 
the row. Two of these diffusion steps - from on top to in between and back to on top 
of a dimer row - may lead to slow diffusion ac ross dimer rows, revealing the kinetic 
pathway for this kind of diffusion. An example of this kind of diffusion is marked 
by arrows in Fig. 4.9a-d, where an AlB dimer falls in between two dimer rows and 
later jumps back onto a dimer row. Hence, both diffusion steps necessary for mass 
transport across dimer rows are observed in one movie, though, in this particular 
case, no net transport occurs since the dimer jumps back on the same dimer row it 
has fallen from. 
The intermediate state in between the dimer rows may seI dom also be a type C 
dimer, as seen in STM movies or very recently during diffusion of Si across the dimer 
rows of Si(lOO) [34]. However, the C dimer is unstable and energetically unfavourable 
and immediately either hops again to a position on top of a substrate dimer row, 
similar to the isolated C dimer left over from the collapse of the CCb cluster, or 
transforms to a D dimer, so that it is only present for one STM scan. In our STM 
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may also be some loss of AjB dimers due to diffusion along the substrate dimer rows 
followed by incorporation at an island, cluster or step edge. More detailed studies 
of the energy difference between AjB and D dimers and ab out their transformation 
kinetics are needed to quantify dimer diffusion across dimer rows. 
4.3 Nucleation and Growth of Islands 
At temperatures above ~400 K, Si film growth proceeds by nucleation and growth 
of islands, as can be seen in Fig. 4.10a. After deposition of 0.3 ML, the surface is 
covered with islands of Si dimer rows. The islands are elongated perpendicular to the 
underlying substrate dimer rows, similar to the islands observed after submonolayer 
growth of Si and Ge on Si(100) [11, 20, 22]. The island edge consists of long type 
A and short type B step edges. At these low temperatures, the islands are not in 
their equilibrium shape but the shape reflects the kinetics of island growth [11], as 
can be seen from the strong variations in the shape of the islands. Since diffusion of 
adatoms and dimers along the substrate dimer rows is faster than across the dimer 
rows (SijSi(100) [21, 24, 25], GejSi(100) [20, 22, 37], SijGe(100) [35]), one expects 
the islands to be elongated in the direction opposite to the observed one, as the 
area, from which they can capture material is larger along the substrate dimer rows 
than perpendicular to them. This puzzling observation, though, is easily explained 
by an anisotropie sticking coefficient of adatoms. The coefficient is low for type A 
and high for type B step edges, such that the deposited material is mainly captured 
at the ends of the dimer rows of the growing islands. This has previously been 
experimentally observed for growth of Si and Ge on Si(100) [11, 20, 22, 26] and 
theoretically confirmed for Si on Si(100) [36]. 
Due to the (2x1) dimer reconstruction of the growing islands, two possible trans-
lational domain classes exist. Since neighboring islands nucleate independently, they 
do not necessarily belong to the same class. With 50% probability, they form differ-
ent (2x1) domains and when they eventually coalesce during growth, an anti-phase 
boundary (APB) separates the two domains. An APB running perpendicular to the 
dimer rows of the two domains is marked APB1 in Fig. 4.10a. The same island 
also displays a APB running along the dimer rows. This type is found seldom in 
the early stages of monolayer growth, as the preferred growth direction of the is-
lands leads to preferred coalescence of island at B type step edges. APBs running 
perpendicular to the dimer rows are known to serve as nucleation cent res for next 
layer islands during Si homoepitaxy [39]. We find, that this is also the case for Si 
growth on Ge(100). An example is pointed out by APB2 in Fig. 4.10a, where the 
APB is decorated with a second layer dimer row. 
To gain information about interlayer mass transport during island growth, Si was 
deposited at 475 K such that the first layer is almost completed (see Fig. 4.10b). 
At a total coverage of 0.92 ML Si, only 0.07 ML Si is found in the second layer2 , 
2Coverages were determiued from STM seaus. 
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stars in Fig. 4.10b) are situated at former APB of the underlying layer, i.e., they 
were formed by preferential nucleation at APBs of the first layer islands and not 
by homogeneous nucleation. Hence, in the absence of APBs, it is likely that the 
filling of the first layer would have been even higher and less second layer islands 
would have formed. Since diffusion mainly takes place along the dimer rows, one can 
conclude that the relevant step edge barrier in this system, i.e., the step edge barrier 
at B type step edges, is smaIl or absent. In earlier STM studies of the denuded zone 
around step edges, Mo et al. also came to this conclusion for Si adatoms at B type 
step edges of Si(100) [20]. This was furt her substantiated by ab initio calculations 
for the same system [36]. 
From the strong similarities between Si as weIl as Ge growth on Si(100) and Si 
on Ge(100) we conclude, that the kinetic processes involved during growth in these 
systems are specific for the (2x1) dimer reconstruction. Fast diffusion of adatoms 
and dimers along dimer rows and slow diffusion across dimer rows, high sticking 
prob ability of adatoms to type B step edges and low sticking probability to type 
A step edges, preferential nucleation of next layer islands at APBs and no or an 
insignificant sm all step edge barrier at B type step edges seem to be general features 
of these (2x1) reconstructed systems. 
4.4 Pyramidal Growth 
In contrast to the efficient interlayer mass transport observed during growth of the 
first layer due to a small or vanishing step edge barrier at B type step edges, growth 
of thicker films leads to three-dimensionally rough films as can be seen in Fig. 4.11. 
Instead of a continuous layer-by-layer growth with a Rat growth front, a regular 
pattern of pyramids is formed during growth. After deposition of 10 ML 3 at 525 K, 
the obscrved pyramids protrude up to ~14 A out of the rest of the film and locally 
more than 11 layers are exposed. In addition, Fig. 4.11 illustrates that the typical 
sizc of thc pyramids rises with deposition temperature. Apriori, several reasons for 
thc formation of pyramids can be given. 
First of all, one might conjecture that the strain energy due to the misfit of Si 
on Gc(100) is the cause for the formation of the pyramids. A rough surface would 
allow thc lligher layers of the film to release some of their strain and thereby reduce 
thc strahl encrgy. This implies that a thermodynamic drive is the cause for this 
phcnomenon. Such a mechanism was found to be responsible for the formation 
of regular three-dimensional hut-clusters of Ge on Si(100) [10]. However, for the 
crcation of the hut-clusters, much lligher temperatures than those during our growth 
conditions were nceded (~ 700 K). Moreover, the Si islands are likely to equilibrate at 
even lligher tcmperatures than Ge islands due to the stronger Si-Si bond indicating 
that the growth temperatures used in our experiment are much too low to all mv 
3Coverages beyond 1 ML were extrapolated from the deposition rate determined at coverages 
below 1 1\1L. 
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grown at 475 K to 525 K results in a change in the pyramids size nor a film of 
the same thickness, which is grown much flatter by growth manipulation, as will be 
shown later, splits up into pyramids during annealing to these temperatures. Hence, 
a thermodynamic reason for the formation of the pyramids can be ruled out. 
Second, the mobility of adatoms can be a function of film thickness during het-
eroepitaxy [40]. A decreasing mobility with film thickness favours three-dimensional 
growth. Such a situation is also likely to be present during growth in this system, 
since Si adatoms on the 'soft' Ge(100) substrate should displaya lower diffusion 
barrier than Si adatoms on a thick, 'hard' Si film. On the other hand, similar three-
dimensional pyramids with the same orient at ion and similar size as in our case have 
also been observed during homoepitaxial growth of Si and Ge on their (100) face at 
similar temperatures [41, 42]. Hence, it seems that in all these cases - homoepitaxy 
of Si and Ge as weIl as heteroepitaxy of Si on Ge - the pyramids are caused by 
the same effect. In the homoepitaxial systems of Si and Ge, obviously the diffusion 
barrier does not change with film thickness. Some other kinetic mechanism seems 
to hamper interlayer mass transport. Similar to the characteristics of submonolayer 
island growth on the (2x1) reconstructed surfaces, the pyramidal growth at these 
temperatures seems to be a general property of these systems and is not related to 
strain. 
To find out what kinetic process is respollsible for the rough growth, we extend 
the study of growth scenario to coverages beyond 1 ML. During growth of the first 
monolayer, islands elongated perpendicular to the substrate dimer rows expand on 
the terraces. Interlayer mass transport is very efficient over the B step edges of 
the growing islands, so that nueleation of the second layer islands only sets in after 
coalescence. The islands co ales ce predominantly at their B type step edges such that 
the surface is left with large, elongated vacancies in the first layer elose to monolayer 
completion, as can be seen in Fig. 4.10b. ThC' vacancies are terminated by long A 
type step edges and short B type step edges. During furt her growth, these vacancies 
are not filled very efficiently. Direct deposition into the vacancies only slowly fills 
them up and little material descends over the A type step edges into the vacancies 
duc to the slow diffusion of material towards type A step edges. Also diffusion over 
the B type step edges contributes little to thc filling of the vacancies due to the 
short length of the B step edges. After nueleation of the second layer islands, these 
islands expand perpendicular to the dimer ro\\'s of the first layer islands, i.e., their 
long axis is rotated by 90° in respect to the first layer islands. The expansion of the 
dirner rows of the second layer islands eventually stops when they reach a downward 
A step edge of the first layer islands as illustrated in Fig. 4.12. This is obvious, 
since the adatoms or ad-dimers diffusing on the first layer islands cannot reach the 
preferred absorption site at the B step edges of the second layer islands, anymore. 
So, the length of the secondlayer islands is initially limited by the width of the first 
layer. On the other hand, also material is deposited onto the second layer islands, 
especiaIly, elose to completion of the second layer. It quickly diffuses towards the 
B type step edges of the second layer island which are in fact often double steps 
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double steps also explains the behaviour of the size and separation of the pyramids 
with growth temperature and the orientation of the sides of the pyramids. At higher 
, temperatures, the island density decreases and the A type step edges of the islands 
. become longer. So, longer double steps with larger separation form, leading to 
.' larger pyramids. The proof of the existence of a step edge barrier also for (100) 
semiconductor surfaces is in contrast to the general believe - namely the absence 
or insignificance of such a barrier. With this insight, also the pyramidal growth at 
low temperature of Ge/Ge(100) [42] or the rough growth of Si on Si(100) at low 
temperatures [41] can be understood. 
Further, the accumulaion of multiple steps up to the formation of {lln}, n= 
1,3,5 ... facets are known to appear during homoepitaxial growth at low tempera-
tures of Si and Ge on their (100) faces just before the critical thickness is reached 
and the transition to amorphous growth takes pi ace [44, 45]. Hence, the barrier at 
double steps,' that are present on these facets may even be responsible for the loss 
of crystallinity, when too many double steps are accumulated. 
4.5 Growth Manipulation 
Growth manipulation by periodic variation of the growth parameters is known for a 
couple ofyears in homoepitaxial growth ofSi(lll) and Ge(lll). As has been shown 
by Markov et al. [46], variation of the supersaturation during growth elose to the 
step-flow growth regime results in an enhanced amplitude of RHEED oscillations. 
This observation was explained by synchronous nucleation of islands on all terraces 
(SN). During undisturbed growth, the small terraces grow via step-flow while on the 
larger terraces islands nueleate. It is argued that on terraces of intermediate size, 
nueleation of islands is delayed. During growth, the different terrace sizes then result 
in a continuous build up of a phase shift in the RHEED oscillations from the different 
terraces resulting in a slow damping of the macroscopic RHEED oscillations. By SN, 
this effect is avoided and growth can be monitored by almost undamped RHEED 
oscillations. However, in the light of our findings it might weIl be that Markov et al. 
misinterpreted their data. The modulation of the supersaturation in accord to the 
concept oftwo mobilities (see chapter 1.1.2) may lead to better layer-by-layer growth 
than that already quite good layer-by-layer growth during deposition with constant 
parameters observed in these systems. An enhanced interlayer mass transport might 
then be the reason for the stronger oscillations. Unfortunately, no other data than 
RHEED oscillations are published on SN, especially no quantitative data on film 
roughness. Hence, our suspicion cannot be further substantiated. 
To achieve layer-by-layer growth in Si/Ge(100), the concept of two mobilities 
is applied to this system. However, the simple premises used to deduce the en-
hancement of the interlayer mass transport using this concept for metal systems 
(see chapter 1.1.2) are not fulfilled for this system. First of all, there is no signifi-
cant step edge barrier at single steps leading to nueleation of next layer islands in 
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that simple way. In the case of Si/Ge(100), homogeneous nucleation of higher layers 
mainly takes place, when the islands are terminated by double steps. Hence, the 
creation of more nuclei does not directly lead to improved interlayer mass transport. 
On the contrary, an enhanced island density may even be counter productive, since 
secondly, more nuclei also mean more APBs and by this more inhomogeneous nucle-
ation of second layer islands. And indeed, experiments with an enhanced density of 
nuclei obtained by nucleation at lowered temperatures or ion bombardment did not 
lead to layer-by-layer growth. Films grown in the manners display similar roughness 
as the conventionally grown. 
Nevertheless, the concept of two mobilities can be modified to account for the 
specific kinetic processes during growth of Si/Ge(100). The key point is to avoid 
long, straight A type step edges and the formation of long double steps hampering 
interlayer mass transport. Similar to the experiments of manipulated growth of Cu 
and Ni on Cu(111) of chapter 2.4 and 3.4, deposition of each monolayer is split 
into two stages with different deposition conditions. In the first stage, ~80% of 
a monolayer is deposited at a low temperature « 370 K). In the second stage, 
deposition is continued at a higher temperature (e.g. 525 K), until the monolayer is 
completed. During the first stage, the temperature is so low that surface diffusion 
is too slow to allow the formation of large islands. The islands are very small 
and irregular and the density of B steps is high and no long A steps are present. 
The small sizes of the structures evolving at these low growth temperatures result 
in some lateral dis order and crystal imperfections. We could not achieve dimer 
row resolution with our STM on films of 0.8 ML Si deposited at this temperature 
indicating, that the disorder is too large to allow longer dimer rows to evolve (see Fig. 
4.14a). Due to the accumulation of crystal imperfections, growth of thicker films 
at these low temperatures results in a transition to amorphous films [41, 42, 44] 5. 
However, interlayer mass transport is still efficient due to the high density of steps 
and structures locally only two atoms high are observed on the surface. During 
the second stage of growth, the sam pIe is then heated to an elevated temperature 
resulting in annealing of the film and a reduction of crystal imperfections such as 
APBs or non-dimerised atoms. The lateral order of dimer rows is achieved and 
also material from the second layer can diffuse downward to fill the lower layer. 
Additionally, during the deposition of the remaining 20% of material for monolayer 
completion, a high mobility of the atoms on rather small islands allows the filling 
of the remaining vacancies to some extent, identically to the procedures used earlier 
during manipulated growth of metals. Fig. 4.14b shows an STM scan after the 
second stage of deposition, showing the (2x1) reconstructed dimer rows of the film. 
After 1 ML manipulated growth, no perfect filling of the first layer is achieved 
similar to conventional growth and no clear advantage of growth manipulation over 
conventional growth can be deduced from the scans. But keeping in mind, that 
the reason for roughening during conventional growth is related to the formation of 
5We could observe neither dimer structure nor atomic steps on lOML thick films deposited at 
370K, even after annealing to 525K. 
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is found in the fourth layer. 
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Figure 4.15: Line scans of 10 ML thick Si films resulting from unmanipulated (dotted 
line) and manipulated (solid line) growth. Tunneling parameters: 1.6 V, 1 nA 
To give a more quantitative view of the quality of films grown in conventional 
and manipulated manner, we concentrate on the roughness of 10 ML films. An 
example of film morphology after manipulated growth of a 10 ML film is given in 
the STM scan of Fig. 4.14d. The film surface displays the (2x1) reconstruction with 
orientations of the dimer rows in registry with the substrate hinting at good crys-
tallinity of the film. Locally, only three layers are exposed which is dose to perfect 
layer-by-layer growth and much less than the ~1l layers exposed after unmanip-
ulated growth. For a direct comparison of the morphology after manipulated and 
unmanipulated growth, see the inset of Fig. 4.14d. From linescans of films grown in 
both manners as displayed in Fig. 4.15, it becomes obvious, that the height varia-
tion of the manipulated film is indeed only a fraction of those of the unmanipulated. 
To quantify this, we calculated the root mean square roughness (RMS-roughness) 
of the surfaces6 • Conventionally grown 10 ML films deposited at 525 K displaya 
RMS-roughness of ~4.5A. Growth manipulation, with the two growth temperatures 
set to 370 and 525 K, reduces this value to only ~0.6A. 
6Some minute RMS-roughness (;:::::0.2 Ä) is caused by steps on the substrate and thc dimer 
reconstruction. 
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Figure 4.16: Relative coverage as a function of height above substrate in monolayers 
of unmanipulated, manipulated and ideal three-dimensional growth of 10 ML films. 
Also the distribution of material in the different layers of the films c1early shows 
the significant improvement of film roughness due to growth manipulation. Fig~ 4.16 
illustrates the distribution of the deposited material in the different layers of the film. 
Unmanipulated growth at 525 K results in many open layers and a distribution only 
slightly better than ideal three-dimensional growth. This shows, that interlayer 
mass transport is indeed strongly suppressed during eonventional growth at this 
temperature. In eontrast to the very broad distribution in unmanipulated films, 
growth manipulation leads to only very few open layers. As ean be seen from Fig. 
4.16, only three layers are exposed at the surfaee and the layer distribution has~ a 
very sharp edge. 
However, due to some uncertainty of the deposition flux, the qualitj; of films 
grown by growth manipulation varies slightly. Small differenees in the de'position 
rate may lead to a phase shift of temperature variation and monolayer eompletion 
during growth of thick layers resulting in less perfeet surfaees. To exc!ude these 
effeets and to optimize growth manipulation, monitoring the deposition by RHEED 
or a similar teehnique would be very helpful, in analogy to the experiments of grmyth 
manipulation on met als presented in this work. In addition, the erystallinity ofthe 
manipulated films has only been eheeked by STM on the surfaee. For teehnical 
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applications, the defect concentration in the film should be determined by x-ray 
diffraction. However, this is beyond the scope of this work. 
The new growth recipe may be used in similar systems like GejGe(100), SijSi(100) 
and GejSi(100), allowing the fabrication of layered structures of Hat films and avoid-
ing high growth temperatures and by this limiting intermixing. Also, this recipe 
avoids the formation of (111) micro facets, which might be the cause for a transi-
tion to amorphous growth and critical thickness in the homoepitaxy of Si(100) and 
Ge(100) [41, 42]. 
In conclusion, we have studied the growth kinetics of Si on Ge(lOO) and by the 
insight gained, modified the concept of two mobilities to account for the specific 
growth kinetics of this system and developed a recipe to grow Hat films at relatively 
low substrate temperatures. For technical applications, however, strong temperature 
variations for each deposited monolayer of material are impractical. For industrial 
production, it seems to be more useful to drastically vary the deposition rate dur-
ing monolayer growth, e.g. by pulsed LASER deposition. Then, deposition with 
high rates should be used instead of lowering the temperature resulting in similar 
structures during growth. 
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Chapter 5 
Summary 
In this work, the growth of ultra thin films by MBE is studied for three systems - a 
homoepitaxial as well as a heteroepitaxial metal system without surfaee reeonstrue-
tions (Cu/Cu(l11) and Ni/Cu(l11)) and a heteroepitaxial semieonduetor system·· 
with reeonstructed surfaces (Si/Ge(lOO)). For all three systems, three-dimensional 
struetures evolve during growth with constant deposition parameters (eonventional 
growth). 
In the case of Cu/Cu(l11) it is shown that at temperatures below step-How 
growth, rough growth is due to very effieient intralayer mass transport resulting 
in laterally large features, while interlayer mass transport is hampered by a step 
edge barrier for diffusion of adatoms over a descending step. The diffusion barrier 
for adatom diffusion on the Hat terrace is estimated to 30~gO meV. At substrate 
temperatures below ~200 K, edge diffusion at the step edges of the growing islands 
is inefficient leading to dendritie islands. At temperatures above ~200 K, edge 
diffusion sets in and eompaet islands are observed. 
Also in the case of Ni/Cu(l11), conventional growth results in rough films. Sim-
ilar to Cu/Cu(111), intralayer mass transport is quick due to a ]ow diffusion barrier 
for adatoms (79±18 meV). At low temperatures « 250 K), multilayer growth is 
observed. The films eonsists of pyramids wi th {445} micro facets. Edge diffusion 
is limited so that the is]ands displaya triangular shape with {lOO} step edges de-
termined by faster growth of the {111} step edges in eomparison to the {100} step 
edges. At room temperature growth leads to smoother films whieh eonsist of hexago-
nal struetures, but interlayer mass transport is not suffieient to achieve layer-by-layer 
growth for more than the first layer. Edge diffusion is aetive at room temperature 
such that the islands show their equilibrium shape. At temperatures above ~ 425, K, 
the films grow partially via step-Bow, however, intermixing sets in. 
In contrast to growth on the high symmetry (111) surfaee of Cu, diffusion pro-
eesses of Si on the (2x1) reeonstructed surfaee of Ge(lOO) are highly anisotropie 
resulting in a complex kinetic situation during growth. At room temperature, a 
variety of dimer eonfigurations is observed by STM, showing substantial differenees 
to the growth of Si on Si(100). Also, some elementary diffusion proeesses as dimer 
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diffusion along and ac ross substrate dimer rows as weIl as the. coIlapse ofdimer 
clusters into first layer islands are seen in STM movies. Due to the absence of a 
barrier for downward diffusion over a B type step edges, practically no homogeneous 
nucleation of second layer islands takes placeduring growth of the first layer. How-
ever, preferential nucleation is found at anti-p~ase boundaries of the reconstruction. 
At higher coverages, the growth front roughens quickly and pyramidal structures 
evolve. This is traced back to a step edge barrier at double steps. 
To improve the quality of the films orall three systems, growth manipulation 
methods based on the concept of two mobilities is applied. By temperature reduc-
tion, rate enhancement during nucleation or' pulsed ion beam assisted deposition, 
the island number density is artificially i~creased and smoother grow~h of the first 
layers is promoted in most cases. Howeyer, the growth recipes for' manipulated 
growth have to be adjusted to account for. thespecific kinetic processes occurring: 
during growth in the three systems. 
In the simplest case of Cu/Cu(111), ,growth manipulation by creation of an 
enhanced island density via temperature ,variation or ion bombardment"results in 
alm ost perfect layer-by-layer growth. 
For Ni/Cu(111), temperature reductlOn:fails to promote better growthwhich is 
explained by an unusual annealing behaviour ofthe nuclei. However, manipulated 
growth via rate variation and ion bombardment is successfully'applied to produce 
smooth films. 
Due to the substantially different kinetic"origin of the three~dimensional growth 
of Si/Ge(100), neither ion bombardment n?r nucleation at lowered temperatures 
enhances interlayer mass transport significan'tly. Realizing that a step edge barrier 
at double steps is the origin for the rough growth, the concept of two mobilities 
is adjusted to account for this and layer-b~~layer growth is also achieved for this 
system. 
Finally, the use of oxygen as a surfactant. modifying the growthmode isinves-
tigated for the growth of Cu and Ni on Cu(Ül). Under some growth conditions, 
pre-exposure of the surface to oxygen induces\veak He-intensity oscillations during 
deposition. The quality of the films grown inthis way is, however, lower than those 
obtained by growth manipulation techniques: 
Chapter 6 
Samenvatting 
In dit proefschrift wordt de groei van ultra dunne films met behulp van Molecu-
laire Bundel, ~pitaxie (MBE) voor drie verschillende systemen - een homoepitaxial 
systeem alsmedfeeri heteroepitaxial metaal systeem zonder oppervlakte reconstruc-
tie (CujCu(111)eri' NijCu{l11)) en een heteroepitaxial halfgeleider systeem met 
. oppervlaktereco~structie - beschreven. Onder de gebruikelijke constante deposi-
tiecondiW~s (conventionele groei) ontstaan drie-dimensionale structuren tijdens de 
groei vooralle diie de systemen. 
In het geval van CujCu(111) wordt aangetoond dat voor temperaturen lager 
dan de step-flow temperatuur, de multilaag groeiwijze het gevolg is van zeer effi-
cient intralaag massa transport, hetgeen leidt tot lateraal grote structuren, terwijl 
interlaag massa transport gehinderd wordt door een staprand barriere voor diffusie 
van adatomen over een neergaande stap. De diffusie barriere voor adatoomdiffusie 
op het vlakke terras wordt geschat op 30~~o meV. Voor substraattemperaturen hoger 
dan ~200 K vindt staprand diffusie plaats en ontstaan compacte eilanden. 
Ook in het geval van Ni/Cu(111) leidt conventionele groei tot ruwe films. Vergelij-
kbaar met het CujCu(111) systeem is intralaag massa transport snel tengevolge van 
een lage diffusie barriere voor atomen (79±18 meV). De film bestaat voor lage tem< 
peraturen «250 K) uit pyramides met {445} micro facetten, Staprand diffusie is 
gelimiteerd zodat de eilanden een driehoekige vorm hebben 1\'elke begrensd wordt 
door {100} stapranden omdat de snel groeiende {111} stappeIl zichzelf elimineren. 
Groei bij temperaturen rond 300 K leidt tot veel gladdere films met zes-hoekige ei-
landen, maar het interlaag massa transport is onvoldoende om laag-voor-laag groei 
te krijgen voor lagen dikker dan 1 laag. Bij kamertemperatuur is de staprand diffusie 
snel genoeg zodat de eilanden hun evenwichtsvorm kunnen aannemen. Bij temper:-
aturen boven ~425 K groeit de film in de step-flow mode, maar tevens begint ook " 
de menging van de materialen. 
In tegenstelling tot de groei op het hoge symmetrie (111) oppervlak van Cu, is de 
diffusie van Si op het (2x1) gereconstrueerde Ge(100) in hoge mate anisotroop, lei-
dend tot een complexe kinetische situatie gedurende het groeiproces. Bij kamertem-
peratuur is met STM een grote variateit van dimeerconfiguraties gevonden. Veel van 
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deze dimeerconfiguraties verschillen van die van het Si/Si(OOl) systeem. Ook zijn'er 
enige elementaire diffusie processen, zoals de diffusie van een dimeer langs en load:.. 
recht op een substraat dimeerrij alsmede het uiteen vallen van een dimeerclustercin 
separate Si eilanden, zichtbaar gema akt in STM filmpjes. Door de afwezigheid i van 
een barriere voor diffusie over een enkellaags type B staprand vindt er tijdens de groei 
van de eerste laag praktisch geen nucleatie van eilanden in de tweede laag phlats. 
PreferenW~le nucleatie vindt plaats aan anti-fase grenzen van de gereconstru~erde 
laag. Voor hogere bedekkingen verruwt het groeifront snel en een pyramide-achtige 
structuur ontwikkelt zich. De oorzaak van dit verruwen blijkt te liggen indeaan-
wezigheid van een staprand barriere voor dubbellaags stappen. 
Om de kwaliteit van de gegroeide lagen voor alle drie de systemen te verbeteren 
wordt groei manipulatie, welke gebaseerd is op het concept van de twee mobiliteiten, 
toegepast. Door temperatuur reductie, fiux verhoging tijdens nucleatie of gepul-
ste ionen bombardement, wordt de eilanddichtheid kunstmatig verhoogd wat in de 
meeste gevallen tot vlakkere groei van de eerste lagen leidt. De groeirecepten .voorge-
manipuleerde groei moeten aangepast worden aan het systeem daar de dominerende 
kinetische processen kunnen verschillen. 
In het eenvoudigste systeem, t.w. Cu/Cu(111), wordt bijna perfecte laag-voor-
laag groei gerealiseerd door een verhoogde eilanddichtheid door middel vantemper-
atuur variatie of ionen bombardement. 
Voor Ni/Cu(111) lukt het niet om met temperatuurreductie de groei te bevorderen 
Dit heeft te maken met een ongewoon herstelgedrag van de groeikernen. Echter; ge-
manipuleerde groei middels variatie van fiux en ionen bombardement kan met suc(,p" 
worden toegepast om gladdere lagen te produceren. 
Tengevolge van het kinetisch wezenlijk anders zijn van de drie-dimensionale groel 
van Si/Ge(OOl), leiden zowel ionen bombardement als nucleatie bij lagere terriper-:-~ 
at uren niet tot een significant beter interlaag massa transport. Realiserenddafde 
staprand barriere voor dubbelstappen de reden is voor de multilaag groeiwijze'is 
het concept van de twee mobiliteiten aangepast en is uiteindelijk ook laag-voor-hlag 
groei voor dit systeem verkregen. 
Tot slot, het gebruik van de surfactant zuurstof is onderzocht voor de groei van' 
Cu en Ni op Cu(l11). Onder sommige groei condities induceert pre-expositie va~f. 
zuurstof zwakke He-intensiteits oscillaties gedurende de depositie. De kwaliteit van 
deze gegroeide films is echter slechter dan die van de films verkregen door gebiui~ 
te maken van groei manipulatie. " 
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